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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 2A
Date:

14 June 2016

Subject:

DRAFT MINUTES of a meeting of the Kent & Medway Economic Partnership
(KMEP) held in the Inspiration Suite, Village Hotel, Castle View, Forstal Road,
Maidstone on 11 April 2016.

Attendees
KMEP Board Members
Paul Barrett, C4B Business & Barretts Motors
Andrew Bowles , Swale Borough Council
Paul Carter, Kent County Council
Rodney Chambers, Medway Council
Peter Fleming, Sevenoaks District Council
Douglas Horner, Trenport Investments Ltd & CBI
South East Council
Jo James, Kent Invicta Chamber of Commerce
Jeremy Kite, Dartford Borough Council
Vince Lucas, VA Consultancy Ltd
Alan McDermott, Tunbridge Wells Borough Council
(substitute for David Jukes)

Andrew Metcalf, Maxim PR
David Monk, Shepway District Council
Graham Razey, Principal of East Kent College
Nick Sandford, Kent Country Land Association
Prof Rama Thirunamachandran, ViceChancellor of CCCU
Paul Thomas, Orbit Homes
Paul Watkins, Dover District Council
Fran Wilson, Maidstone Borough Council
Paul Winter, Wire Belt Company Limited

Observers & Presenters in attendance
Allan Baillie (KCC), Matthew Balfour (KCC), Lee Burchill (KCC), Lucy Campbell (KCC), David
Candlin (TWBC), Barbara Cooper (KCC), Sue Dunn (KCC), John Foster (MBC), Ross Gill (KCC),
Graham Harris (DBC), Richard Hicks (MC), David Hughes (GBC), Tim Ingleton (DDC), Abdool Kara
(SBC), David Liston-Jones (TGKP), Ed Martin (Independent Consultant/Hadlow Rural Sector), Rhiannon
Mort (KCC), Sarah Nurden (KMEP), Andrew Osborne (ABC), Katie Pettitt (KCC), Karla Phillips (KCC),
Katharine Harvey (SDC), Abigail Raymond (TDC), Mark Raymond (TMBC), Joe Ratcliffe (KCC),
David Smith (KCC), Paul Spooner (Ebbsfleet DC), Katie Stewart (KS), Victoria Walker (Continuity
Care Services Ltd).

Apologies
KMEP Board Members
Geoff Miles (Chair | The Maidstone Studios), Miranda Chapman (Pillory Barn Design Ltd), Gerry
Clarkson (ABC), Simon Cook (CCC), John Cubitt (GBC), Kevin Godfrey (iCOM), Nicolas Heslop
(TMBC), David Jukes (TWBC), Jon Regan (Hugh Lowe Farms Ltd & Weald Granary Ltd) & Chris Wells
(TDC).
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Item 1 – Welcome, introductions and apologies
Mr Geoff Miles, Chairman of KMEP, had given his apologies due to a funeral. Mr Paul Barrett
stood in as Chairman for the meeting.
Mr Paul Barrett welcomed those present to the meeting and received apologies as set out
above.
Item 2 – Minutes of previous meeting and Action tracker
Abdool Kara’s name was omitted from the attendance list of 4 February 2016. With his name
inserted, the KMEP Board minutes of the 4 February 2016 were agreed as a correct record.
The following comments were made in response to the minutes and action tracker:


Community-Led Local Development: The success of Shepway District Council’s bid
should be incorporated into the action tracker.



Dover Western Dock Revival: The Port of Dover, Dover District and KCC have met and
agreed a potential way forward with regard to this project.



Re-profiling of schemes: The action tracker should record any re-profiling of LGF
schemes.

Item 3 – Kent and Medway Skills Commission & Engagement of Guilds
3.1

Paul Winter and Victoria Walker presented their report to the Board. Paul Winter is a
member of KMEP, and a member of the Kent & Medway Skills Commission. Victoria
Walker runs her own home care company called Continuity Care Services Ltd. She is a
member of the Healthcare Guild, and a guild representative on the Skills Commission.
In particular they referred to the following points:

3.2

The Kent and Medway Skills Commission is a sub-group of KMEP, and is informed by
the 7 active guilds and by strategic partners (such as HE, FE, KATO, Job Centre Plus).

3.3

The Kent & Medway Skills Commission is one of three Employment & Skills Boards that
provide direction to the SELEP Skills Advisory Group (SAG), which is chaired by Graham
Razey.

3.4

Each of the sectors, represented by one of the seven guilds, faces specific challenges,
however the following six generic issues affect all sectors:

The lack of young people’s understanding of their business/industry sector, or
the workplace in general;

The lack of work-ready young people coming through with the right skills and
experience of the workplace;

The need for a promotional campaign to encourage schools and education
providers to visit local employment sites and industry;
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The Apprenticeship Levy;
The need to develop a quality standard for work experience and employability
pathway for young people; and
Upskilling of existing workforce and easy access to adult training opportunities.

3.5

The specific challenge that each guild is focusing on, along with the guild’s remit and
membership, were described by Paul Winter:

Construction and the Built Environment – The challenge is communicating
with a plethora of sub-contractors as few large construction companies now
employ apprentices.

Creative and Media – This guild is focussing on its connection to digital media.

Engineering and Advanced Manufacturing, Environmental Technologies and
Energy – Identifying career pathways for young people from 14 years old and
exploring the potential of running a programme similar to industrial cadets.

Healthcare – Designing a media campaign with Mid-Kent College to change
perceptions of a career in the care industry. The guild is also considering shared
apprenticeships, given the Government requirement for an apprentice to be
employed for 30 hours a week is difficult in an industry known for zero hour
contracts.

Hospitality, Leisure, Tourism and Transport – The guild hosted an careers
conference and fair at which 430 job opportunities, apprenticeships + work
placements were pledged to 16-24 year olds by over 100 businesses.
Southeastern donated free rail tickets on the day to prevent transport being a
barrier to attendance.

Land-Based Industries – Exploring co-operation between employers to host
shared apprenticeships.

Life Sciences – Expanding the Higher Degree apprenticeships.

3.6

The item was opened up for discussion, and the following comments were made:
 The pace of engaging businesses in shaping the skills offer to meet the needs of
the local economy must be accelerated by the Skills Commission. KMEP, BAB, the
Chamber of Commerce and Digital Envoys could help in this endeavour. There is an
opportunity now - via the Government’s devolution agenda - to be more astute in
commissioning training provision to suit economic need and the aspirations of
KMEP. This opportunity must be grasped.
 Business engagement may be facilitated through the introduction of the
Apprenticeship Levy. Businesses will want to see a reward for their money.
 Kent and Medway should not be considered in isolation to London. There is an
ambition to transform Kent into the prime training destination in South East
England, attracting the best apprentices and graduates to train here from outside
our geographical boundary.
 Engaging universities within the apprenticeship and Skills Commission agenda is
important.

3.7

Actions: The following actions were agreed at the meeting:
 A guild representing the finance and insurance sector should be established.
 KMEP’s endorsement must be sought before further guilds are established.
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Approaches should be made to business leaders to help them drive the agenda. In
particular, West Kent business leaders should be sought to increase guild
representation from this region which is underrepresented.
An update on the progress of the Skills Commission should come to KMEP within
the next 6-9 months.
It was agreed a concise skills statement could be produced combining the three
separate documents from Kent and Medway Councils that are used as the basis of
the Skills Commission agenda.

Item 4 – Ebbsfleet Masterplan
4.1

Paul Spooner (Interim Chief Executive of Ebbsfleet Development Corporation (EDC))
presented to the Partnership. He outlined EDC’s vision to create a garden city
development of national and international significance. The recent government
announcement of a Thames Estuary Commission to be led by Lord Heseltine raises the
prominence of Ebbsfleet garden city. This follows the Government’s commitment in
December 2015 to provide up to £310million in order to accelerate the pace of
housing completions by unlocking barriers to delivery.

4.2

An integrated 20-year masterplan and delivery strategy for Ebbsfleet will be published
following the EDC Board meeting on 18th June 2016. The delivery strategy, based on a
high-growth scenario of 15,000 homes and up to 32,000 jobs, sets out the EDC
infrastructure interventions required to increase the pace of delivery, the quantity and
quality of new homes.

4.3

The key four development sites within Ebbsfleet are:
 Eastern Quarry – Land Securities are signing agreement with Henley Camland to
deliver 4750 new homes and should start on site in April 17.
 Commercial Centre (Part of the enterprise zone) – EDC has agreed the basis of a
collaboration agreement with the predominant landowners in the commercial
centre (i.e. Land Securities and Tarmac Lafarge) on the layout of infrastructure and
utilities, and how to attract commercial occupiers to the site. Planning is
progressing with HS1 on redesigning the car park. This site will unlock between
3500 and 4000 homes.
 Northfleet Riverfront (Part of enterprise zone) – On the eastern bank, HCA is due
to announce shortly a preferred development partner who will build up to 750
homes. On the western bank, planning consent and a section 106 agreement has
been granted to Tarmac to deliver 530 homes.
 Paramount Park – EDC is working with the Paramount Investors, who will be
publishing their draft masterplan in the autumn.

4.4

Concluding the presentation, Paul Spooner commented that the EDC is:
 committed to developing a commercial offer within the centre to prevent
Ebbsfleet being a commuter-only town. The commercial offer will not detract from
Dartford and Gravesend Town Centres;
 encouraging the use of Fastrack, and is exploring the possibility of a direct Fastrack
bus service from Ebbsfleet International through Eastern Quarry to Bluewater;
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forward funding the utilities corridor, so the infrastructure is installed by quarter 3
of 2017;
focussing on marketing Ebbsfleet as a desirable location to live to attract buyers
from London and further afield;
working with Highways England on improving the A2 Bean Junction, and is
supportive of the Lower Thames Crossing proposal;
set to deliver 5100 new homes by April 2021 and 10,964 new homes by April 2026.

4.5

The partnership thanked Paul Spooner for the presentation. The following comments
were made in response to questions:
 11,000 homes already have outline planning consent. The EDC is now working with
developers to secure detailed consent.
 The EDC is expecting a 75% return on its investment in infrastructure (e.g. EDC will
receive a return for forward forwarding the utilities corridor when residents are
first connected to utility supply).
 Dartford Borough Council is willing to take a disproportionate amount of housing
growth but the onus is for the government to fulfil their promise to fund the
infrastructure.
 To dissuade developers from holding land until house values rise, EDC is entering
into commercial agreements with them and encouraging them to open multiple
sales outlets. Also, planning consent is only valid for 2 years not 3.
 Consideration is being given to the possibility of incorporating a medical centre as
part of the design.

4.6

Action: Paul Spooner and the Partnership agreed to work together to lobby the DfT
and Treasury for investment in additional rolling stock to increase the capacity on HS1.
An initial estimate was 15 to 20 more train carriages would be required to transport
approximately 1,500 additional daily commuters.

Item 5 – Local Transport Plan 4 and Growth & Infrastructure Framework
5.1

Joe Ratcliffe, Transport Strategy Manager, KCC, introduced the item and presented his
report to the Board. In particular he referred to the following points:

5.2

The Transport Act 2000 made it is a statutory requirement for unitary and upper tier
authorities to have a Local Transport Plan (LTP), by which they can secure funding for
local transport improvements. The 2008 Local Transport Act removed the 5 year time
stipulation, allowing future LTPs to last indefinitely.

5.3

The intention is to draft a new LTP4 to set out the strategic transport agenda for Kent
(replacing Growth without Gridlock) and to include the transport infrastructure
priorities for each district (replacing the LTP3 which expires at the end of 2016). The
LTP4 would complement not replace districts’ local transport plans. The new LTP4 will
also feed into the September refresh of the Kent and Medway Growth and
Infrastructure Framework (GIF).

5.4

The inclusion of a scheme within the LTP4 does not guarantee funding or delivery
rather enables the scope of the schemes to be established, so when future funding
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opportunities become available (such as Local Growth Fund), there are shovel-ready
schemes that could be submitted for consideration.
5.5

Following receipt of the districts’ priorities, the draft LTP4 will be discussed at Kent
County Council’s Environment and Transport Cabinet Committee. A 12-week public
consultation will then commence.

5.6

The partnership made the following comments in response to the report:
 The strategic importance of the M2/M20 corridor should be emphasised
strongly within LTP4.
 A request was made for sufficient resource to undertake traffic modelling as
and when needed.
 The M20 junction 4 eastern overbridge should be shown under Tonbridge &
Malling’s section.
 While there is ambition within KMEP to consider how public transport
investment can transform growth locations, the limited money available
through developer contributions and local growth funds compel authorities to
focus more intently on essential junction improvements.
 A suggestion was made to amend the style of LTP4 so it is sub-divided into
sections according to transportation modes (rail, road, sea, air) and then the
schemes are categorised by strategic important (national, regional or local
impact).

5.7

Action: The timeframe for pre-consultation with the district will be lengthened; the
KMEP Strategic Programme Manager will circulate to Board Members a revised date
by when the districts are asked to identify their priorities for incorporation into LTP4.

Item 6A – Local Growth Fund
6.1

Ross Gill, Head of Economic Strategy & Partnerships, Kent County Council, introduced
the item and presented his report to the Board. In particular he referred to the
following points:

6.2

In March 2016, the Government announced the release of £1.8bn of Local Growth
Fund Round 3 to bid for across England. Based on population, a proportionate share of
the £1.8 billion fund would mean roughly £60 million for Kent and Medway. The
Government is yet to issue the timeframe for funding, but the anticipation is the
funding would run until 2021.

6.3

The paper was received and opened for discussion, and the following points were raised:




6.4

Local Growth Fund can be used for transport and non-transport schemes; other
LEPs have submitted skills projects in the past.
The format of the narrative, that will accompany the prioritised list, is vitally
important. Schemes which have a national impact and unlock significant economic
growth should be displayed at the outset to the document.

Actions: The opportunity for sub-county partnerships to consider the priorities should
be incorporated into the timeline. Clarity should be sought from the government on
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the impact of submitting a one combined prioritised list for SELEP versus one list per
federated board. Schemes that were included in the LGF2 submission, but were not
funded by the Government, should be recirculated to the districts for their reference.
6.5

KMEP approved the proposed eligibility criteria and timeline for creating a prioritised
list of schemes contained within the report.

Item 6B – Large Local Major Schemes
6.6

Ross Gill made the following observations regarding the Large Local Major Schemes
(LLMS) fund:

6.7

The LLMS fund is intended to support transport schemes which are too large to receive
LGF. The LLMS fund is only £475m nationally, so only a limited number of schemes can
be funded.

6.8

Local Enterprise Partnerships have been invited to bid for LLMS. There are two
categories of LLMS funding, which are:
 implementation funding to build out schemes that for already have a business
case developed to the Department of Transport’s required standard (i.e. are
‘WebTAG’ compliant).
 development funding to develop business cases for new schemes to a
‘WebTAG’ complaint standard.

6.9

In Kent and Medway there are unlikely to be any Large Local Major Schemes which are
sufficiently developed to submit a WebTAG compliant Transport Business Case to bid
for implementation funding. Officers requested consideration is given to schemes that
could potential receive LLMS development funding.

6.10

Action: The email, to be circulated after the meeting, asking for district priorities for
LTP4 to include a request for LLMS scheme suggestions. The response is to be shared
at the KMEP Board meeting on 14 June, so KMEP Board Members can form a view on
which bid to submit.

Item 7 – Local Growth Fund delivery: Current schemes progress report
7.1

The Partnership received a report from Rhiannon Mort and the following comments
were made:


15/16 Funding Allocation: KMEP received confirmation that the entire funding
allocation for its 15/16 business cases had been drawn down.



SELEP Accountability Board approved four Kent & Medway business cases at its
meeting on 8 April (these are: West Kent LSTF, Kent Rights of Way Improvement
Plan, Kent Strategic Congestion Management Programme, and Kent Sustainable
Interventions Programme).
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Dover Western Dock Revival – Kent County Council is working with Port of Dover
on a potential way forward.



Sturry Link Road – The project is to deliver 650 homes and a bridge crossing the
railway and river in Sturry. A meeting is set up with the Sturry and Broadoak
developers to discuss the funding mechanism to cover the residual amount.

7.2

The discussion turned to the potential re-profiling of funding to support Ashford
International Rail Connectivity Project (Ashford Spurs). The following points were
made with reference to the rail project:
 Business members expressed the strength of their support for international rail
services being retained at Ashford International Station.
 Network Rail has revised the anticipated project cost to £10.5 million, including a
42% project contingency for risk. This substantially increases the project cost
estimate and widens the funding gap to a £7.8m shortfall.
 Vince Lucas proposed a commercial approach is taken in discussions with Network
Rail. He is liaising with the Independent Technical Evaluator (Steer Davies Gleave)
to minimise project costs and discuss delivery strategies.
 A meeting has been arranged with Claire Perry, the Rail Minister, by Damian Green
MP. At this meeting, Matthew Balfour will express strong concern on the overly
risk adverse approach being taken by Network Rail.
 Additional government funding will be sought, but the government has provided a
clear steer that LEPs should consider local programme management in the first
instance, hence the re-profiling proposal.
 It is important to minimise the length of time Ashford International will not be
served by the new rolling stock.

7.3

The re-profiling proposal is to approve an additional £3m for Ashford Spurs from the
current LGF programme underspend generated by Westenhanger Lorry Park. The
Chancellor of the Exchequer announced up to £250m in the 2015 autumn spending
review for the provision of a permanent lorry park near Stanford.

7.4

In response to this proposal, the following comments were made:
 The Leader of Shepway District Council expressed his opinion that it would be
premature to make a decision on re-profiling funds until a formal Government
announcement is made on which of the lorry park sites will be funded and the final
cost estimate is known.
 A request was made for the leader of an authority to be spoken to in advance of
any future re-profiling proposal.

7.5

A vote was taken in which the Leader of Shepway District Council abstained. The
outcome was KMEP approved the reallocation of £3m from the Westenhanger Lorry
Park to the Ashford International Rail Connectivity Project (Ashford Spurs).

Item 8 - Thames Gateway Kent Partnership Update
8.1

David Liston-Jones, Chief Executive of Thames Gateway Kent Partnership, presented
his report to the Board. Additional information that has become available since the
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report was written is the names of some Members of the Thames Estuary 2050
Growth Commission. The names were:
 Lord Michael Heseltine
 Rt Hon Greg Clark MP - DCLG Minister
 Rt Hon Mark Francois MP - DCLG Minister
 Lord Norman Foster – Architect: Foster & partners
 George Iacobescu – Canary Wharf
 Sir Stuart Lipton – Lipton Rogers Developments LLP
 Tony Pidgley – Berkeley Group
Item 9 - AOB
9.1

Geoff Miles has written to Chris Brodie to invite him to attend KMEP on 14 June
(Subsequently KMEP has received apologies from Chris, who can next attend on 4
October).
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& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 2B
Date:

14 June 2016

Subject:

Action Tracker and Progress Update

The table below provides a brief update on matters previously discussed by the Board.
Topic

Board
Progress update
paper
ref
Future rail
09/2015
 The start of the DfT consultation on a new Southeastern franchise (that
franchising in Item 3
was originally due to start in June) has been delayed until October.
Kent &
 Please refer to Item 4 in this agenda pack for more details.
Medway
Skills
Commission

04/2016
Item 3

 A financial services sector guild will be established, and an update on
the progress of the guilds will be fed back to KMEP by Graham Razey to
KMEP at its meeting on 4 October.

Kent and
Medway
Growth Hub

10/2015
Item 4

 Kent and Medway Growth Hub is operational and can be accessed at:
www.kentandmedwaygrowthhub.org.uk
 Please refer to Item 3 in this agenda pack for more details on the
review that is being commissioned.
 A further paper will be received at KMEP on 1 August 2016 to update
on progress.

European
Funding

10/2015
Item 5

 A call will be made in summer 16 for new applications for
EAFRD funding. The projects should focus on Business
Development, Agri-food and/or Rural Tourism.
 Details on the Kent and Medway projects being funded by
the EU are shown below:
Project name: ‘Innovative Sector Exchange’ (ISE) project
EU grant value: £301,000 (plus £123,000 for Kent Invicta Chamber)
EU funding programme : Interreg 5A ‘2 Seas’
Project end date : October 2019
Description: ISE will help Kent businesses from priority sectors to innovate
and ‘internationalise’ by working with companies in France, Belgium and
the Netherlands.
Project name: ‘LOCASE’ (Low Carbon Across the South East)
EU grant value: £3.8 million
EU funding programme : South East LEP ‘ESIF’
Project end date : April 2019
LOCASE will provide consistent and accessible individual support to SMEs in
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Kent and Medway as part of a co-ordinated approach across the South
East LEP area. This will improve competitiveness and create jobs through
increased resource efficiency, development and commercialisation of low
carbon technologies.
Project name: ‘Boost4Health’ project
EU grant value: £166,000
EU funding programme : Interreg 5B Project name: ‘North West Europe’
Project end date : March 2019
Boost4Health will support Kent-based life science companies with
internationalisation, particularly market-entry to mainland Europe. It will
formally link Kent’s new BioGateway cluster to various European life
science clusters.
Project name: ‘SME Internationalisation Exchange’
EU grant value: £210,000
EU funding programme : Interreg Project name: ‘Europe’
Project end date : December 2020
SME Internationalisation Exchange will enable KCC and local partners to
evaluate and improve business support services for small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) in Kent, specifically related to exporting and
Project name: ‘internationalisation’.
Project name: ‘PASSAGE’
EU grant value: £213,000
EU Funding programme : Interreg Project name: ‘Europe’
Project end date : December 2020
PASSAGE will enable KCC to improve its approach to the low carbon challenge
for cross-border maritime regions, especially in the Dover Strait, arising
from the concentration of flows of goods and people in such areas.
Project name: ‘Foreign Inward Investment Kent’ project
EU grant value: £1,744,000
EU funding programme : South East LEP ‘ESIF’
Project end date : July 2019
Foreign Inward Investment Kent will create additional local capacity to enable
added foreign direct investment (FDI) promotional and support activity
not currently being undertaken in Kent and Medway.

South East
LEP
Recruitment
& Personnel
changes

Large Local
Major
Schemes
LGF 3
funding
Local
Transport

 Adam Bryan has been appointed as SELEP’s Managing Director.
 Rhiannon Mort has been appointed as SELEP Capital Programme
Manager.
 Jo Simmons has been appointed as SELEP ERDF Technical Assistance
Facilitator.
 Lorraine George’s secondment to SELEP as EU funding lead has come
to an end. For any EU funding queries (not related to ERDF), please
contact the SELEP Secretariat.
04/2016 Please refer to Item 5 in this agenda pack for more details.
Minutes
10/2015
Item 8

12/2015 Please refer to Item 6 in this agenda pack for more details.
Item 7
04/2016 A revised deadline of 6 May for pre-consultation with the District Councils
Minutes was emailed to Council Leaders. The draft LTP4 will be discussed by Kent
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Plan 4

County Council’s Environment & Transport Cabinet Committee on 8 July
[https://democracy.kent.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=831&MId=6223]

Community- 04/2016 What is Community-Led Local Development (CLLD)?
Led Local
Minutes CLLD delivers support for local economic, social and environmental
Development
development in areas of deprivation using structural funds from Europe
(e.g. European Social Fund and European Regional Development Fund).
CLLD funding is allocated in a two-stage process:
 Stage 1 - An initial application is made to access preparatory costs to
establish a Local Action Group, identify an accountable body and
draft a Community-Led Local Development strategy. The strategy
will identify targeted interventions that meet the needs of the local
area which cannot be addressed through mainstream provision.
 Stage 2 - A second application is submitted for implementation of
the Community-Led Local Development strategy and for funding to
deliver the projects contained within it.
CLLD in Shepway
Shepway District Council has been successful in receiving stage 1 funding to
develop a five year Folkestone CLLD Strategy. The Community-Led Local
Development Strategy is being developed and should be submitted in
August 2016 for Government approval by end of October 2016.
CLLD in other federated areas of SELEP
Hastings and Thurrock also received stage 1 funding.
Re-profiling
of LGF
schemes

04/2016 Ashford International Rail Connectivity Project (Spurs)
Minutes On 11/4/2016, KMEP members approved an additional £3m for Ashford
Spurs from the current LGF programme underspend generated by
Westenhanger Lorry Park (subject to the Government funding and
delivering the lorry park at junction 11).

Ebbsfleet
Masterplan

04/2016
Item 4

LGF Risk
Reporting

 Ebbsfleet Development Corporation will announce their Masterplan on
18th June 2016.
 KMEP (through Stephen Gasche) is working with EDC on lobbying for
additional capacity (new rolling stock).
Steer Davies Gleave are collecting the risk reports from the federated areas
to produce a standardised template across SELEP.
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ITEM 3
Subject:

Supporting better integrated public support to business:
Progress update

Report authors:

Jacqui Ward, Business Investment Strategic Programme Manager, Kent
County Council
Ross Gill, Head of Economic Strategy & Partnerships, Kent County
Council

Summary
Last year, a pilot ‘Growth Hub’ service was launched to improve the ability to Kent and
Medway businesses to access business support and advice. This paper explains the additional
funding that has been secured to expand this service and sets out the work that is underway
to develop a more integrated approach to business support across Kent and Medway.
The Board is recommended to note this report and to receive a fuller report at the next
meeting.

1.

Background: The pilot Kent and Medway Growth Hub

1.1. Across England, the Government has funded a network of ‘Growth Hubs’: locally-based
services intended to help businesses access the full range of publicly-funded advisory
and finance products that are available. In 2015, a one-year pilot Kent and Medway
Growth Hub was commissioned, linked with related services in other parts of the South
East LEP area.
1.2. The contract for the Kent and Medway Hub was awarded to Kent Invicta Chamber of
Commerce, following a competitive process. An overview of the services provided by
the Hub was presented to KMEP before Christmas, and the Hub is now up and running.
2.

Developing the Growth Hub

2.1. Earlier this year, the Government announced further funding for Growth Hubs. This will
mean around £500,000 for Kent and Medway over the next two years, enabling an
expanded service. As the pilot Growth Hub contract comes to an end in October,
procurement will begin later in the summer for a new service, which will take into
account the enhanced resources available. It is possible that this may be extended
further should a bid that has been submitted to the European Regional Development
Fund be successful.
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2.2. To prepare for the development of the new service, a review of the pilot Growth Hub is
underway, in conjunction with the South East LEP. This will also consider the range of
existing support products that are available and how these might be better coordinated
or integrated. This work will report over the next two months.
3.

Assessing the need for publicly-funded business finance

3.1. Separately, there will be sufficient funds available later this year to launch a new range
of business finance products, as repayments from the Regional Growth Fund-backed
Expansion East Kent, TIGER and Escalate schemes are recycled.
3.2. To inform the targeting of any new programme(s), an analysis of business demand and
supply has been commissioned, in consultation with the Kent and Medway local
authorities via Kent Economic Development Officers Group. Regeneris has been
appointed to carry out this work, which builds on their previous national assessment of
demand for financial instruments for the Government. The work will identify where
there are market failures that can be addressed with the funds available and will report
in July.
4.

Developing a more integrated approach to business support

4.1. The work underway to inform the new Growth Hub specification and the targeting of
business finance will be helpful in supporting a more integrated approach to publiclyfunded business support across Kent and Medway, including other county-wide services
offered by Kent County Council and other partners.
4.2. When the work currently underway reports later the summer, it is envisaged that a
further report on the outcomes will be brought to KMEP Board in August, for discussion.
5.

Recommendations

5.1. The Board is recommended to note this report and to receive a fuller report at the next
meeting.
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ITEM 4
Date:

14 June 2016

Subject:

Future Rail Franchise

Report author:

Stephen Gasche, Principal Transport Planner – Rail, Kent County Council

Summary
A new rail franchise covering the Southeastern network will commence in 2018, and the DfT is
due to launch a consultation to seek stakeholders’ views in October 2016.
A questionnaire was circulated to KMEP Board Members in December 2015 to help inform
Kent County Council’s consultation response. This paper provides an overview of the
responses received from KMEP, and details the principal requirements that are sought from
the new franchise.
The Board is recommended to note this report and inform Stephen Gasche of any additional
points for inclusion within Kent County Council’s consultation response at the Partnership
meeting.

1.

Introduction

1.1

The New SouthEastern franchise operator will be the primary rail service provider in
Kent and Medway. If the proposed transfer of Metro services from the Department for
Transport (DfT) franchise to Transport for London (TfL) is actioned at the same time as,
or shortly after the start of, the new franchise, then KMEP board members –
particularly Kent County Council and Medway Council as upper tier transport
authorities - will become principal stakeholders.

1.2

The potential transfer of Metro services to TfL provides an unprecedented opportunity
to play an enhanced role as principal stakeholders in the new franchise, with the sole
aim of ensuring the delivery of a better rail service for all the people of Kent and
Medway.

1.3

If the Metro transfer is agreed, the new franchise will consist only of the existing
Mainline Southeastern network and its High Speed services. These will serve the whole
county of Kent, Medway, and the Hastings line from Kent into East Sussex.
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2.

Schedule for New Franchise Consultation

2.1

The new franchise consultation is expected to run in accordance with the schedule
below, but final confirmation of these dates is being sought from the DfT:
DfT stakeholder consultation opens
Issue of franchise EOI
Draft KCC response to E&T Committee
Approval by KCC Cabinet
KCC response sent to DfT
DfT consultation completed
ITT notice published
Award of new franchise
Start of new franchise

Oct 2016*
Nov 2016
Nov 2016
Dec 2016
Dec 2016
Dec 2016*
Apr 2017
Feb 2018
Jun 2018

* Provisional DfT dates
2.2

Communication will be sent electronically to KMEP Members once the consultation is
launched (given KMEP is not due to convene between 4 October and 12 December).

3.

Principal requirements

3.1

The principal requirements for the new rail franchise should include:
 The provision of sufficient capacity (on both the High Speed and mainline
services)
 A reduction in journey times
 Delivering higher quality and additional rolling stock (on both the High Speed
and mainline services)
 Improving punctuality / reliability of service provision and response to
disruption
 Improving connectivity to destinations within and beyond the county
 Improving the Stations
 Willingness to work in partnership with stakeholders (such as KMEP)
 Commitment to Smart Ticketing
 Roll out of unified communications to passengers
 Offering options relating to first-class accommodation
 A commitment to support and engage in Community Rail Partnerships
 Decision-making with due regard to strategic documentation
An explanation on each of these principal requirements is given below:

3.2

Sufficient capacity

3.2.1 There are several key locations on Kent & Medway’s rail network where there is
insufficient capacity provided by the existing service. This is partly due to a need for
new infrastructure upgrades, partly due to the need for additional rolling-stock, and
partly due to the limitation in the number of paths available for Kent’s trains through
to the London termini.
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3.2.2 There will be significant drivers of passenger demand during the period of the new
franchise, provision for which is included in the additional rolling-stock requirements.
Significant passenger demand is expected at:
 Ebbsfleet Garden City (EGC) and Swanscombe Peninsula, including the
Paramount Leisure Park development (due for gradual growth to 2025)
 Tunbridge Wells, Tonbridge and Sevenoaks (continual growth in demand)
 Dartford and Gravesend (continued demand)
 Maidstone (growth in town and environs)
 Ashford Growth Town (Chilmington Green and Park Farm East)
 Canterbury (continuous growth in City and environs)
 Folkestone (growth in town and Otterpool)
 Dover (growth in town and Whitfield)
 Sittingbourne (growth in town and environs) and
 Thanet District.
High Speed
3.2.3 The need for growth in High-Speed rail provision has been identified at these principal
locations:
 Canterbury West
 Dover Priory
 Folkestone Central
 Folkestone West
 Ashford International
 Ebbsfleet International
3.2.4 There will be a specific proposal for the inclusion of enhancements to the Marshlink
route between Ashford and Hastings in the funding allocation for Network Rail’s
Control Period 6 (CP6). With a working presumption that this upgrade will be delivered
during CP6, the New SouthEastern franchise will be expected to include the operation
of High Speed services on this route using new hybrid-powered High Speed rolling
stock.
3.2.5 The following stations in East Sussex should therefore also be included here, the first
two of which are also included in Network Rail’s Kent Route:
 Rye
 Hastings
 Bexhill
Mainline
3.2.6 The need for growth in Mainline rail provision has been identified at these principal
locations:
 Faversham
 Sittingbourne
 Maidstone East*
 West Malling*
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Borough Green & Wrotham*
Otford*
Tunbridge Wells
Tonbridge
Sevenoaks

*There will be significant easement at these stations when the New Thameslink
franchise service from Maidstone East to the Thameslink core stations commences
in 2018
3.2.7 Any increase in the provision of Mainline services will be dependent on two key
factors:
 The provision of sufficient paths to the London termini
 The provision of additional Mainline rolling-stock for peak period operation
3.2.8 At present the peak paths to and from London termini are full (with the exception of
some limited spare capacity on the route from Lewisham to Victoria via Nunhead). In
practice therefore the greatest opportunity for any Mainline service enhancement in
the new franchise will be in the strengthening of existing services in the off-peak and
weekend periods.
3.2.9 There is significant overcrowding on “shoulder-peak” services on Mainline routes, and
also on late evening departures from London. These issues will need to be addressed
by the new franchise operator to ensure the delivery of a better Mainline service at
these times for rail passengers.
3.2.10 The list of stations where capacity improvements are required excludes those located
within the Medway Council area. The capacity needs of these stations will be
addressed by Medway Council’s submission to the DfT for the new franchise.
3.3

Reduction in journey times

3.3.1 All opportunities to reduce journey times for travel within and beyond Kent should be
included in bids to operate the new franchise. Journey Time Improvement (JTI)
schemes deliver significant benefits in terms of passenger time saved and more
efficient use of rolling-stock and crews, and act as an incentive to deliver economic
growth.
3.3.2 Kent already has one JTI scheme in progress: Ashford via Canterbury West to
Ramsgate. This is a joint project between Kent County Council, Network Rail, London
and Southeastern Railway and the Department for Business, Innovation & Skills. It is
being delivered in part with grant from the Regional Growth Fund (RGF), and in part
from within the funding allocation for Network Rail’s Control Period 5 (CP5). It is
planned to deliver up to 7 minutes journey time saving, including the saving already
delivered at Ashford by the removal of joining and dividing of High Speed trains.
Potential JTI Schemes for Consideration
Ashford – Ramsgate (due for completion by 2019/20)
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Ashford – Hastings (as part of route enhancement by 2020/21)
Swanley – Maidstone East (would benefit new franchise and new Thameslink services)
Tonbridge – Hastings: upgrade in power supply to raise capacity on this route
3.4

Higher quality and additional rolling stock

3.4.1 There is a critical need for both higher quality and additional quantity of rolling-stock
in Kent. The existing Southeastern fleet operating in Kent comprises Class 395 High
Speed stock, Class 375 Mainline stock, and some Class 465/466 ‘Networker’ stock.
High Speed
3.4.2 There will be a requirement for Government to place an order for the following new
Class 395 (or successor) High Speed units:
 12 new 6-car sets for uplift to Ashford / Canterbury / Dover service

4 new 6-car sets for new Rye / Hastings / Bexhill service
 10 new 6-car sets for uplift to Ebbsfleet service*
* this requirement will also be included by Ebbsfleet Development Corporation in their
response to the DfT, and will reflect the need for a dedicated service to provide the
additional capacity required for Paramount and Ebbsfleet Garden City
Total: 26 new 6-car sets (includes operational spares)
Mainline
3.4.3 There is a DfT plan to cascade stock from Thameslink from 2017 onwards, whereby the
new Class 700 stock on that franchise will release 25 x 4-car Class 377 Electrostars and
a further number of Class 319 trains to Southeastern. These would in turn release all
the Class 465/466 stock, which would transfer to the Metro network to strengthen
existing workings and thus deliver additional capacity there.
3.4.4 Kent County Council supports this cascade plan, as it will at last enable the removal of
the Networker trains from Kent where they are not fit for purpose. The Mainline Kent
network requires Mainline trains with appropriate facilities for mid to long distance
journeys, and the DfT cascade proposal should deliver this enhancement by the time
the new franchise commences.
3.4.5 Beyond 2018, the following enhancements will be required in the New Franchise:
 Class 375 stock to be completely re-furbished, with partial transfer of some
First Class to Standard Class seating included
 Class 377 stock to have at least partial re-furbish and re-livery on transfer
 Class 319 stock to have at least partial re-furbish and re-livery on transfer
 Class 465/466 stock to be removed, and replaced with transferred stock as
above.
The Mainline Kent network should then be served as follows:
Class 375:
Class 375:

Mainline London - Chatham – Ramsgate / Dover
Mainline London – Tonbridge – Ashford – Ramsgate / Ramsgate
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Class 377:
Class 375:
Class 319:

Mainline London – Maidstone East – Ashford – Canterbury West
Mainline London – Tonbridge – Tunbridge Wells - Hastings
Mainline London – Tonbridge – Tunbridge Wells

The two Community Rail Partnership (CRP) lines should be served as follows:
Class 375/3: Strood – Maidstone West – Tonbridge
Class 375/3: Sittingbourne – Sheerness-on-sea
3.5

Improved punctuality / reliability of service provision and response to disruption

3.5.1 During the previous year there has been a general improvement in punctuality and
reliability by the existing operator. This is partly due to the changes introduced in the
January 2015 timetable, and partly due to a significant improvement in operating
performance.
3.5.2 The one performance element still in need of improvement in this area is the ability to
respond to, and recover from, disruption. Service disruption can be caused by a range
of incidents, many of which are outside the control of the operator. However, the new
franchise award must require the chosen operator to establish robust procedures to
restore the service as quickly as possible with the support of accurate passenger
information.
3.6

Improved connectivity to destinations within and beyond the county

3.6.1 The requirements for service enhancements in the new franchise have been set out
above. There is also a need for improved connectivity, both within and beyond the
county, at these specific stations:
 Strood, for passengers between Maidstone West and Medway Towns
 Tonbridge, for passengers between Maidstone West and Redhill / Gatwick
 Otford, for passengers between Sevenoaks and Maidstone East
 Ashford, for passengers between Sandling / Westenhanger and Hastings
 Dover Priory, for passengers between Sandwich / Deal and Canterbury East
3.7

Improvements to Stations

3.7.1 In general:


Stations and their environments should be recognised as gateways to the towns,
villages and environments they serve. Stations should be clean, tidy and efficient,
and as far as is practicable those close to major employment areas should reflect
their business location.



Rail travel should be integrated with other sustainable modes, such as bus, river,
walking and cycling. There should be appropriate interchange infrastructure
improvements and through ticketing initiatives with other service providers. The
development of station travel plans with stakeholders should be encouraged for
principal stations.
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3.7.2 Additional aspirations for all stations would be to include, where not already in
existence:
 Cycle parking: improved quantity and security of cycle parking at all stations, and
where it exists already upgrades to covered provision.
 Ticket vending machines offering the full range of tickets available from that
station.
3.7.3 Access for all: while good progress has been made at many stations in Kent, there are
many which still do not offer level access to all platforms. As funding permits,
provision should be made to extend this facility to as many stations in Kent as
practicable.
3.8

Partnership working

3.8.1 Good partnership working is one of the hallmarks of modern franchise operation. Kent
County Council regards such partnership working as key to delivering an excellent rail
service for all its residents and visitors.
3.8.2 The principal elements of good partnership working for the New Franchise will be:
 Commitment to attend and participate in KCC’s annual Rail Summit at County
Hall, Maidstone
 Clarify local channels of communication with identified personnel as contact
officers and project managers
 Create with KCC a ‘Quality Rail Partnership’ between the new franchise
operator, Network Rail and KCC to develop and improve the rail network in
Kent.
3.9

Smart Ticketing

3.9.1 The new franchise operator should be required to continue the development of the
Smart Ticketing initiative developed by Southeastern, and to extend it to cover
individual as well as season tickets.
3.9.2 This Smartcard scheme should also incorporate an option for flexible ticketing,
whereby commuters can choose to travel on fewer days of the week, reflecting
modern office / home working practices.
3.9.3 The new franchise operator should also adopt a collaborative approach with KCC to
jointly deliver a ‘Kent Smartcard’ scheme which would incorporate travel by bus and
rail in the county.
3.10

Passenger Information

3.10.1 The New Franchise operator should be required to develop the existing joint working
arrangements with Network Rail (South East route) to ensure unified communications
to passengers. The provision of smart phones for station staff needs to be supported
by a unified approach to the provision of on-screen train displays and PA
announcements.
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3.10.2 This approach is especially important in responding to disruption in service, when a
unified approach with clear information becomes an even greater need for the
travelling public.
3.11

First Class Accommodation

3.11.1 The public consultation for the new franchise should offer the option of either
retention of existing First Class seating on the Mainline stock, or converting it to
Standard Class so as to increase capacity. There is still a significant minority market for
First Class travel in the peak periods on Mainline services, but this virtually disappears
outside the peak periods.
3.12

Community Rail Partnerships

3.12.1 The New Franchise operator should be required to commit to financial support for,
and officer engagement with, the Kent Community Rail Partnership (CRP). This CRP has
been successfully supported by the existing franchise operator, and this work should
continue.
3.12.2 There are currently two routes in Kent supported by the Kent CRP:
 Medway Valley Line (Strood – Maidstone West - Tonbridge)
 Swale Rail (Sittingbourne – Sheerness-on-sea
3.12.3 The new franchise operator would be expected to continue the current high level of
support for both routes associated with the Kent CRP, including the provision of an allday extension of the Medway Valley service to and from Tonbridge to improve
connectivity with the rest of the rail network.
3.13

Documentation

3.13.1 Kent County Council’s ‘Rail Action Plan for Kent’ (April 2011), together with its current
Local Transport Plan (LTP3, April 2011), set out its approach to transport and rail
issues. The LTP is currently in the process of being replaced with a new Local Transport
Plan (LTP4).
3.13.2 These publications should be considered by the New Franchise operator as the
strategic transport policy for Kent when proposing any improvements or changes to
the railway infrastructure and service levels in Kent. The documents can be found at
www.kent.gov.uk.
4.

KMEP Responses to KCC Questionnaire

4.1

Responses received

4.1.1 KMEP members were invited to respond to the questionnaire which was circulated in
December 2015, and which set out a number of issues concerning the new franchise.
There were six responses received by the closing date of 29 February 2016, from the
following organisations:
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Nu-Venture Buses
Gravesham Borough Council
Maidstone Borough Council
Thanet District Council
Tonbridge & Malling Borough Council
Dover District Council

These responses are summarised in detail in Appendix A & B.
4.2

KMEP’s comments on Principal Requirements

4.2.1 The principal general requirements raised by KMEP members were as follows:
 Punctual and reliable service
 Effective management of disruption, especially through information to
passengers
 Value for money
 Increased capacity, both in frequency and seating
 Station improvements
 Free Wi-Fi
 Cleanliness of stations and trains
 Adequate station parking
 Fully accessible stations
 Full staffing of stations
4.3

Next Steps

4.3.1 The responses received will inform Kent County Council’s response to the DfT’s public
consultation on the New SouthEastern franchise. This response will be considered by
the Council’s Environment & Transport Committee and Cabinet before being approved
for submission to the DfT in December 2016.
5.

Recommendations

5.1
5.2

KMEP members are asked to receive and note the report.
KMEP members who were not able to respond to the questionnaire may wish to
provide additional verbal comments at the KMEP meeting.
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Item 4 – Appendix A
Organisation

Question in
consultation

Comment

Nu-Venture Buses
Ltd

Q1

Selection of three preferred Transport Focus recommendations
>>>>> Providing a punctual and reliable service
>>>>> Effective management of disruption, especially through information to passengers
>>>>> Free wi-fi available on trains

Q2

The biggest problem faced by the current franchise is that Southeastern staff have become the easy target of
passenger abuse – one just needs to look at the ill-informed comments on Twitter by passengers on the day of the
major disruption on 24 December when the Dover/Folkestone route had to be closed at short notice and the
resultant disruption to trains and crews. It is indeed ironic that the passenger anger is directed at Southeastern even
though the reason for failures/delays are more likely to be in Network Rail’s court.
It is absolutely imperative that passenger (and stakeholder) expectations are lowered to ensure that the beleaguered
staff can get on with doing the job with the best morale possible.
At the end of the day, the timetable – even before the proposed addition of extra services for Thameslink - is far too
ambitious for the reliable operation, day in day out, of the train service given the infrastructure limitations. Until the
Network Rail infrastructure can support the timetable, no attempt should be made to do more than now.

Q3

Maidstone/Strood (Medway Valley) and HS1 Sundays service at Strood to be operated at 30 min frequency as on
Mondays to Saturdays.
Later evening (daily) (Medway Valley) / HS1 connections requested at Strood (service finishes very early)

Q4

This is a red herring.
It is possible to travel from nearly every station in Kent to London Bridge/St Pancras Int/Victoria for frequent onward
rail connections to the Airport. Because of airline’s modern luggage limitations, many passengers now travel with far
less luggage than before, so changing trains is far less of an obstacle.
By definition, any cross-country service is likely to run at a low frequency – the previous service was hourly and
generally off-peak only – so travel via London offers far higher frequency.
National Express 270 offers a comprehensive alternative (but at a low frequency!)
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Question in
consultation

Comment

Nu-Venture Buses
Ltd

Q5

Later evening (daily) (Medway Valley) / HS1 connections requested at Strood (service finishes very early)

Q6

In the interest of joined up thinking between different transport modes, this business has successfully supported the
Medway Valley CRP since its inception and has suggested a CRP for the Kemsing-to-Charing section of the Maidstone
East Line on a number of occasions.
Now with proper funding and management, and significant involvement from Southeastern ‘on the ground’, the
Medway Valley CRP has evolved into a model of delivery, to be actively encouraged elsewhere!

Q7

PLANNED DISRUPTION
It seems to me that the quality of information available during planned disruption has improved in leaps and bounds
in recent years and the problem may be that people do not adequately prepare for journeys because they ignore, or
just scan, the widespread publicity given to such works. The deluge of information about the Xmas 2015 London
Bridge engineering works demonstrates to me that the current franchise has got this right.
Similarly, decisions taken to thin out services in November 2015 ahead of expected weather difficulties, even if
undesirable, were well publicised.
On a rather parochial basis, one might perhaps try to ensure that the Maidstone East and Maidstone West lines are
not planned for simultaneous closure and that when buses are serving one station that they also serve the other to
make it easy for journeys to be re-planned. Thus for example, if lines through Maidstone East were to be the subject
of a planned closure, a replacement bus should call at Maidstone West between Maidstone East and Barming, or if a
Maidstone East/Ashford closure, the bus service should run Maidstone West/Maidstone E/Bearsted etc.
UNPLANNED ON-THE-DAY DISRUPTION
Unplanned disruption rarely follows any pattern and it is an unrealistic expectation that there can be any major
advance on the current situation whereby all staff have access (through tablets etc) to as much information as is
available. However, spare staff and trains at key locations do seem to be in short supply.
Buses are unlikely to be available as short notice replacements when a line has to be closed, as there is simply not the
availability of, or financial case for, drivers (and vehicles) to be standing by at the operator’s expense on the offchance of a call-out. However, perhaps the TOC could book buses and drivers (suitably-trained, ie with proper route
knowledge of station locations) on permanent standby, to be parked at key locations (eg Tonbridge, Faversham,
Gillingham) for mobilisation immediately in the event of an emergency, rather than waiting for a bus to arrive, when
available, from an operator’s premises.
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consultation

Comment

Nu-Venture Buses
Ltd

Q8

There is a significant gap between planned capacity and the use made of that capacity, and not just the old chestnut
of a peak-hour train running crowded at the ‘London terminal’ end but with spare seats at the ‘country’ end. Train
design on the predecessors of today’s railway generally saw ‘2+2’ seating on longer journeys but 3+2 for shorter ones.
With today’s population being larger, the 3+2 seats are often occupied only as if they are 2+2, as people are unwilling
to sit in the middle of the 3-seat.
When the 375/9s (and maybe other 3+2 seated ones) are refreshed, they would be better re-created as 2+2 units,
perhaps with more standing space.
Absence of 1st class on HS 1 does not seem to have been a problem and perhaps the time has come to abolish it, to
increase capacity in Standard. Compared to the privacy of compartments and comfier seats offered in the past, what
is offered currently is generally little better than Std class and does not to me seem worth paying any extra for.

Q9

Q10
Q11

Q12

Q13

No.
Introduction of longer ticket office opening hours at Barming, where there is effectively no opening during off-peak
traffic hours (although this has just been eased by the provision of a self-service ticket machine recently for the first
time in over 20 years).
Reintroduction of staffing at Aylesford (no self-service ticket machine, only a PERTIS) – many journeys from here are
short-distance ones (eg Aylesford School scholars, or commuters to Maidstone) whose numbers overwhelm the ticket
sellers on Medway Valley trains and seldom pay!
Generally, it is unrealistic to expect Overground levels of platform staffing at quiet wayside stations. Currently, helppoints connect to a call-centre in India. For the future, perhaps surveillance by CCTV to a controller at a local hub
(say, Maidstone West, for all the Medway Valley Line stations)
See response to 11
I would suggest that, especially given the high and growing level of usage involved, there has been significantly less
staffing (platform staff and ticket offices) on Southeastern stations than virtually anywhere else on the national
network over the years, and likewise far less expenditure in this area eg on CCTV.
At stations, there are too many automated announcements, some of which may be necessary for ‘health and safety’
but which are hardly welcoming to the station environment. Because many regular travellers ‘switch off’ to these
repetitive announcements, they may also ignore the important messages when they are broadcast (especially as
many people now use headphones to listen to music, don’t hear the broadcast messages and then complain that they
are uninformed!).
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Q13 cont.

Announcements made by train staff are often highly informative, as well as – usually! – welcoming – and a key
message is to listen carefully to what train staff broadcast!
5 Luggage holds
5 Cycle storage
5 Audio passenger information
1 Provision of different classes of service
1 Catering
5 Tables
9 Staff presence
5 Baby changing facilities
9 Plug sockets

Q14

Q15

Southeastern is a long way behind the increasing norm of free wi-fi!
Actual punctuality data to be published (and acted upon where trends are negative!) rather than a measure based on
‘within x minutes’ which does nothing to encourage the ‘right time railway’.

Q16

Looking at and learning from recent experience at Thameslink/Southern, the new franchise must not be allowed to
promise improvements which will take time to deliver. Planning for resolution of Network Rail infrastructure
constraints would have already needed to be underway for implementation in the new franchise period, so no
improvements should be announced until these are delivered. If services are to be improved, requiring more staff,
these new staff should be recruited and trained well before the service launch.
It is unlikely that sufficient new staff or infrastructure resource will be in place in 2018, therefore the seeds need to
be sown now in the minds of stakeholders/users (and even DfT/prospective bidders) that the 2018 experience will
likely be no different from the 2016 experience! It will take time to build up the 'basic' railway of today into one
which has greater resilience.

Q17

This is a difficult question and answers generally repeat previous remarks.
If Southeastern were left alone to manage the whole network without having to sort out the problems caused by
Network Rail issues, then a more ‘joined-up’ service might result, so perhaps putting one body in charge of both
trains and infrastructure is the way to go?
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Q17 cont.

We need more resources to be in place to offer greater resilience.

Nu-Venture Buses
Ltd

What price a build of extra stock for HS1 to facilitate all-day Medway Valley/London HS services?
Q18

It is vital to manage expectations now that the 2018 experience will likely be no different from the 2016 experience!
A longer franchise will offer greater scope for a radically-better railway to grow in the long-term.
Presumably, Thameslink services on the Maidstone E line will compete with Southeastern services? This needs to be
properly managed! Unless the new Maidstone E Thameslink services are to take the existing paths ofThameslink's
Sevenoaks services, it is difficult to see how these extra services can be accommodated on the already congested
network between Swanley and London. Suggestions of faster Maidstone E/London Victoria journeys sit ill at ease
with the 'known' that there will be more Thameslink services to get in the way north of Swanley!
Transfer of what was once ‘Kent Link’ to TfL seems likely to happen and this could have a drastic effect which needs
careful consideration and understanding, particularly if it results in the extension of TfL fares and conditions well into
Kent (and Medway). There will be pressure on bus operators to have 'Oyster-style' fare arrangements at Overground
interchanges such as Gravesend. There is also a bigger 'resource-led' picture that TfL may well need to make use
(exclusive perhaps?) of depots and their staff which are located in Kent/Medway and which currently serve the needs
of both 'outer' and 'inner' suburban networks. Segregating services into Southeastern and TfL ownership' could see
the need for more train crew and perhaps new stabling arrangements.
Finally - and perhaps this is where KCC come in? – thinking out of the box! There need to be some ‘big picture’
considerations for the next 50 years and beyond, perhaps finally banishing the constraints to the rail network dating
from the 19th century where today's railway system arose, like Topsy, from two completely separate companies'
competitive attempts.
Just a few suggestions A branch line from W Malling to Kings Hill? And meantime a dedicated bus service funded by the franchise offering
the full range of through tickets?
Near Maidstone Barracks, where the two routes are close, a new link between the Medway Valley Line and the
Maidstone East line, to improve flexibility?
Reinstatement of the south-facing chord from Kemsing to Bat and Ball, to improve flexibility.
Long-term diversion of the Dover/Folkestone route inland
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Q18

A link between the Canterbury West and East lines in the Chartham area, again to improve flexibility and maybe assist
the coastal railway issue?
More crossovers, to facilitate shorter engineering blocks or service turn backs during perturbation – eg W Malling?
A Parkway station in the Allington area near the M20 and existing MBC Park and Ride (perhaps replacing Barming
Station?)
Tripling or quadrupling HS1 selectively to allow for a mix of new stops to be served whilst still permitting non-stop
services?
An Ashford/Calais ‘local’ service – the current new build will create spare Eurostar sets which could enable this?
To benefit tourism, competitively priced one day unlimited Kent Rover off-peak fares?

Gravesham
Borough Council

Q1

North Kent line (in Gravesham), HS1 and Chatham lines – comment from the point of view of overall service not day
to day passenger service
Delivering value for money
Providing a punctual and reliable service
Provision of sufficient capacity, both in terms of train frequency and the availability of seating on board the train

Q2

Not answered

Q3

As a result of development and population growth taking place the most basic requirement is for additional rolling
stock for both HS1 services and Metro so that longer trains can be run given that at peak times additional paths are
unlikely to be available on Metro services at least. For Gravesend this is particularly important for HS1 services as
these are full and standing at Gravesend in the peaks.
For HS1 services the peak trains that run non-stop through Gravesend (1 up 2 down) should call to provide additional
capacity, given that Maidstone West services cannot be 12 car due to platform lengths at least in the short term.
With Crossrail arriving at Abbey Wood at the end of 2018 better connections would be desirable given the range of
stations across central London that this offers (including Heathrow with same platform interchange in central
London). Currently off-peak there is 2tph from Gravesend via Abbey Wood (and Greenhithe). Extending a Greenwich
line stopper that terminates in Dartford through to Gravesend (platform 0) would provide additional connectivity and
boost the services for intermediate stations. This would cost additional crew and running costs but the rolling-stock
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must exist off-peak.
On the Chatham line Sole Street has 1 tph off-peak with the other path on the half hour not used – putting this back
would enhance the service on this line to the smaller stations.

Gravesham
Borough Council

Q3

Q4

These changes do not take account of what may be required if the London Paramount proposed development takes
place. That is likely to require a significant upgrade to services on HS1 to Ebbsfleet (primarily of visitors) and North
Kent line (primarily of employees as the labour market is likely to run east-west from Medway to LB Bexley). At this
stage it is very difficult to say what these changes would need to be, but the franchise needs to be able to
accommodate potentially very significant changes.
Access from NKL would be via London Bridge (or Farringdon if Crossrail used) or St Pancras via HS1. It would be via
Victoria for Chatham line. Main issue would be whether any service can be provided between the current last and
first services (appreciating a maintenance window is required) to connect with Thameslink overnight services

Q5

See Q3 answer

Q6
Q7

Not answered
Key message is provide rapid and accurate information on what the problem is and what services are running,
replacement buses or alternative routes.
See Q4 answer
NKL & HS1 do not have 1st class as such. Chatham line does.
Concern that the off-peak stopping services via Sidcup if running late tend to stop/start short at Dartford – but they
are the only service for stations like Northfleet.
Northfleet has been left out of major upgrades partly as a result of uncertainty of what development was going to
happen when. The link between Northfleet Station (and the Northfleet Community) and Ebbsfleet (station and
community to be) needs to be progressed in association with Ebbsfleet Development Corporation, Kent County
Council, Gravesham Borough Council and Dartford Borough Council. This would allow Northfleet Station to be
upgraded to meets its future role.

Q8
Q9
Q10
Q11

Q12

Not answered

Q13

At a general level more information when disruption occurs needs to be improved.
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Gravesham
Borough Council

Q14

·
Cycle storage – Southeastern are just starting to implement a scheme for a cyclohub at Gravesend station which
will greatly enhance facilities
·
Audio passenger information

Q15

·

Provision of different classes of service

·
·

Catering
Tables

·

Staff presence

·

Baby changing facilities

Plug sockets
Not answered

Thanet District
Council

Q16

Not answered

Q17

Not answered

Q18

The question of ‘metroisation’ or the involvement of TfL in service specification has not been covered. It is very
unclear what this means outside London, who pays for higher standards (e.g. station staffing) unless it can be done
from additional revenue from improved services etc. This has been ignored in the above. Should TfL come forward
with proposals that differ these would have to evaluated to see how far they met the overall objectives and
requirements.
As a definitional note the North Kent Line in Dartford/Gravesham means the routes out from Charing Cross and
Cannon Street via Dartford to Medway. The term tends to be used further east to refer to Chatham line to London
Victoria
Thanet is located on the north-east coast of Kent, and includes the towns of Broadstairs, Margate and Ramsgate and
a number of villages. Thanet is an area which has experienced economic volatility over the years, in terms of both the
general economy and the development market, partly as a result of its peripheral location within the South East.
Although the local economy is developing – and this is exemplified by the re-opening of Dreamland; the popularity of
the Turner Contemporary and the associated cultural and economic activity; new business units being constructed
and occupied at Manston Business Park; and the success of Discovery Park, just beyond the District boundary at
Sandwich - the Council believes that there is more that needs to be done to strengthen growth and regeneration in
the area.

General
Response
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Thanet District
Council

General
Response

The Council is currently working with agencies and the development industry to identify ways of which it can further
encourage and support increased development investment and economic development across the district and help to
create the right environment for economic growth.
The Council regards good transport connections and improved accessibility to the rest of the region (and London in
particular) as crucial to its wider economic growth and regeneration strategy.
This is particularly true of rail connections, and Thanet District Council would advocate that two key priorities in
relation to the new rail franchise should be:
(1) Improved journey times from Canterbury to Thanet (particularly Ramsgate) – the rail section between Canterbury
and Ramsgate (and specifically, the section between Sturry and Minster) needs upgrading as the journey times are
sometimes slow and unpredictable. This would help to reduce regional journey times, to London via HS1 in particular;
and
(2) New Thanet Parkway station, near Ramsgate – The Council considers that a Parkway station in this location would
aid economic regeneration in the area, and gives a significant boost to the local development market; provide links to
strategic employment generators in Thanet; support tourism; as well as providing a fast link to Discovery Park, near
Sandwich.
A business case for a new Parkway station is currently being prepared by the various partners in the area.
The draft Thanet Local Plan identifies a site close to Cliffsend to be safeguarded for the Parkway Station.
The Council believes that these schemes would contribute to economic growth and regeneration in the area, but that
this in turn would also bring economic benefits to the train operators during the period of the franchise.

Tonbridge &
Malling BC

General
Response

They could therefore form part of a “virtuous circle” of investment, development and economic returns to all
partners
Many thanks for the opportunity to feed in our current thoughts prior to the formal launch by the Department for
Transport of their public consultation on the new franchise in June 2016. Backed up by "A manifesto for improved rail
services" (produced in Sept 2014 and attached to this email) the following is an overview of the key points Tonbridge
& Malling Borough Council would like to make at this stage:
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Tonbridge &
Malling BC

General
Response

1. There is a pressing need for increased frequency on the Maidstone East line into the city (as opposed to the West
End), especially early in the day during the peak period. This is particularly poignant given that Kings Hill, the flagship
business location in Kent is served by stations along this line, and such an improvement to the service would help to
improve the attractiveness of the site to inward investors and support existing businesses.
Although the frequency of trains along this line is very much a current issue, it is likely to be exacerbated further in
the near future as key development sites in the north of the Borough come forward, such as the recently approved
Phase 3 development at Kings Hill, putting additional pressure on West Malling station.
There is also a capacity issue which, although not hitting passengers until Swanley/Bromley South is a cause of
complaint from local residents on journeys back from London. Although the Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State
for Transport, Claire Perry has recently written to local MP's stating that the Government will be increasing capacity
on Southeastern services from the Spring 2016 it would be hugely beneficial if at least some of this increased capacity
could be focussed on the Maidstone East line, especially given the point made above regarding growth in the
Borough.
2. Based on correspondence with local residents, there is also a need for increased frequency on the Medway Valley
line. The complaints have focussed on the fact that for most of the day the service between Tonbridge-Maidstone is
hourly, with a requirement to change at Paddock Wood during the day.
3. Although it is recognised that the service from Tonbridge into Central London is good (especially when compared
to the Maidstone East line) there have been a number of instances in recent years where there have been delays in
the service (particularly going from London back to Tonbridge). These delays have caused considerable frustration to
commuters and as such it would be beneficial to improve the punctuality of the service along this stretch of railway.
4. In recent months, there have been some positive examples of improvements made to stations in the Borough. The
improvements to West Malling station were completed in December 2015 and improvements to Snodland station
and Tonbridge station will be commenced in the coming months. These improvements are massively beneficial to
commuters - improving accessibility, increasing the levels of information available and enhancing perceptions of
safety. It is therefore suggested that this programme of station improvements be continued, and that further
stations along the Maidstone East and Medway Valley lines be considered for refurbishment.
5. We would encourage a review into the potential for direct and more convenient rail access between Kent and
Gatwick. Having lost the service in 2008, people travelling from Tonbridge to Gatwick now have to change at
Redhill. This can add delay and uncertainty to residents and businesses in getting to their nearest major airport by
rail. TMBC therefore believes that this current service is unsatisfactory and as such feels that the time is right to
undertake a review. Specifically, our aspirations for the Tonbridge to Gatwick line are as follows (as set out in the
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attached manifesto): direct rail connections between Tonbridge and Gatwick;
 restoration of the two an hour service during the off-peak that was removed as part of the transfer of this
line from the Kent Integrated Franchise to Southern Railway in 2008. Currently it runs as a one an hour offpeak service;
 extension of the services to large population bases in Kent (acknowledging that a route to Ashford may not
currently be practical and also to the Medway Towns along the Medway Valley line. This latter route requires
a critical
 examination of stopping patters to ensure a reasonable journey time;

Tonbridge &
Malling BC




General
Response

Dover DC

General
Response



recognition of the important role the line plays in current and potential employment commuter trips
(including to Gatwick) and significant number of school journeys each day;
improved marketing of the line and the destinations along it. For example, many locals are surprised when
they learn that the line also provides a good route for Kent based travellers through to destinations such as
East Croydon;
consideration of the role of the route as part of a strategic circumferential route around the south of London
to destinations in the west towards Reading and beyond;

At a fundamental level, it is important to recognise that the changes sought do not require fresh infrastructure. The
lines are already in place.
6. On a lesser point, improvements should be made to the cleanliness of some trains along the Maidstone East and
Medway Valley line. Although the vast majority of trains are clean, there does appear to be some inconsistency in this
regard, with a handful of commuters complaining about this matter.
It will be important that the investment in the reinstatement of the Dover to Folkestone rail line is fully realised over
time. While the Council is committed to a substantial programme of committed growth, including the major
regeneration of the town centre, Whitfield Urban Expansion, the major expansion of the Port and the Enterprise Zone
at Discovery Park, the provision of effective rail services are a fundamental foundation to the future. In this regard,
we would wish to see:
 A high speed train service of under an hour to Dover together with improved journey times through to Deal
and Sandwich;
 A minimum of two trains per hour, with one running super-fast, stopping at minimal intermediate stops;
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Adequate parking and other facilities, including cycle facilities, at key stations, particularly Dover Priory.



Lower fares for any station that is not served by a high speed service, with a journey time to London of over
an hour;
Improved through fares to stations beyond London reflecting Dover's position as a Transport Hub;




Maidstone BC

General
Response

Early provision of Thanet Parkway Station to support the Enterprise Zone along with future opportunities at
Manston;
Support for major international events such as the Open Golf Championship;

Please see Item 4 Appendix B: Letter from Maidstone BC dated 11 March 2016, setting out their response to the
consultation.
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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 5
Date:

14 June 2016

Subject:

Large Local Major Schemes

Report author:

Joseph Ratcliffe, Transport Strategy Manager, Kent County Council

Summary
The Department for Transport (DfT) has invited bids from Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs)
for Large Local Major Schemes (LLMS) that are in excess of £75 million. Nationwide there is
£475 million available until 2020/21.
Only schemes with a fully worked up Outline Business Case can apply to fund final
preparation and construction. However, bids are also invited for development funding to
produce a fully worked up Outline Business Case for potential schemes and this type of bid is
appropriate for Kent and Medway.
Details regarding LLMS were shared with KMEP at its Partnership meeting on 11 April and the
views of KMEP Board Members and local partners on potential Large Local Major Schemes
were requested. This report sets out the potential schemes identified and provides a high
level assessment based on the eligibility criteria set in the DfT Guidance Note.
Potential LLMS for Kent and Medway are:
 A21 Kippings Cross to Lamberhurst improvements
 Leeds and Langley Relief Road
 A package of essential schemes needed to support a new Lower Thames Crossing and
bifurcation (splitting) of port traffic between the M20/A20 and M2/A2 corridors:
o An improved link between Junction 3 of the M2 and Junction 6 of the M20 via the
A229 (Lower Thames Crossing Option C Variant).
o Improvements to the A249 between M2 Junction 5 and M20 Junction 7 (M2
Junction 5 improvements are committed in Highways England’s first Road
Investment Strategy [RIS1] period to 2020/21 and M20 Junction 7 improvements is
a potential LGF3 bid).
o Improvements to M2 Junction 7 (Brenley Corner).
o Completion of the dualling of the A2 around Lydden and Whitfield (the Duke of
York roundabout on the A2 is a potential LGF3 bid).
The Board is recommended to put forward a bid from the Kent and Medway Economic
Partnership for inclusion in the bid from the South East Local Enterprise Partnership to the
Department for Transport for Large Local Major Schemes development funding to produce a
fully worked up Outline Business Case for:
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• Improvements to M2 Junction 7 (Brenley Corner), subject to Highways England’s
support, framed within the context of one of a package of essential schemes needed
to support a new Lower Thames Crossing and bifurcation (splitting) of port traffic
between the M20/A20 and M2/A2 corridors.
1.

Background

1.1

The Large Local Major Schemes (LLMS) fund is intended to support transport schemes
which are too large to receive Local Growth Fund (LGF). The Department for Transport
(DfT) guidance sets out that schemes within the South East Local Enterprise Partnership
(SELEP) area need to exceed the minimum funding threshold of £75 million.

1.2

As with LGF3, funding will be allocated via Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs), and will
be based on a competitive process. As the fund itself is only £475 million nationally, only
a limited number of schemes will be funded.

1.3

To bid for LLMS, LEPs are required to submit large scale transport business cases to the
DfT, which are compliant with the Department’s business case development
methodology (WebTAG).

1.4

The DfT recognises that there are very few large scale projects with a business case
already developed due to the high cost of undertaking this type of project development
work. The DfT will therefore be allocating some of the £475m to support LEPs in the
development of project business cases. To bid for this LLMS development fund, LEPs are
required to submit Strategic Outline Business Cases.

1.5

To secure LLMS development funding, bids should have a proportion of match funding,
have a strong strategic case and must demonstrate that the scheme cannot be funded
through the LGF.

1.6

Where LLMS development fund is made available to support the project development
work and production of the business case, there is no guarantee that projects allocated
this development funding will be approved capital funding for project delivery.

1.7

In Kent and Medway no LLMS have been identified which are sufficiently developed to
submit a WebTAG compliant Transport Business Case to bid for LLMS funding towards
project final preparation and construction. However, the LLMS development fund
provides the opportunity for KMEP to bid for funding to develop projects which are
currently at an early stage of development. This will enable the production of a WebTAG
compliant Business Case which is essential for bidding for future funding for scheme
delivery.

1.8

At the last KMEP meeting on 11 April, views of KMEP and local partners on potential
LLMS were requested as part of the work to refresh of the Growth and Infrastructure
Framework (GIF), the LGF3 schemes and priorities for the new Local Transport Plan
(LTP). The potential schemes in Kent and Medway to bid for LLMS development funding
are described in Section 2 of this report, with Section 3 setting out a high level
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assessment of the potential bids (based on the DfT eligibility criteria) for the Board to
consider in the recommendation in Section 4.
2.

Potential schemes
A21 Kippings Cross to Lamberhurst improvements

2.1

The scheme would improve connectivity within and between West Kent and East Sussex
in order to strengthen the local economy and support future growth and coastal
regeneration. The provision of a new, high-standard strategic alignment of the A21
between Kippings Cross and Lamberhurst would complete the dualling of the A21
between the M25 at Sevenoaks and the Scotney Castle Roundabout, following the
completion of the Tonbridge to Pembury dualling scheme, which is currently under
construction. Not only would this address the present journey time reliability issues on
this stretch of the A21 through the provision of sufficient highway capacity to meet
present and future demand, it would also have the related benefit of enhancing the
route’s safety record, which is currently poor due to factors such as its poor horizontal
and vertical alignment and the numerous side roads and private accesses, many of
which suffer from restricted visibility. The scheme would have the further benefits of
reducing the present route’s local noise and air quality impacts on neighbouring
properties.

2.2

The project has previously been the subject of feasibility studies conducted by the
Strategic Highway Authority, Highways England, and its consultants, which yielded a
Preferred Route alignment. However, there is a need to review and update this work,
with a view to progressing the scheme through its outline and detailed design stages.

2.3

It has historically been difficult to secure match funding for the scheme, as it is located
some distance from major centres of growth and does not directly provide access to
new development sites. Nevertheless, the preparation of a new Local Plan for Tunbridge
Wells Borough (which is shortly to commence) presents an opportunity to identify and
explore new funding opportunities arising from development and other sources.
Leeds and Langley Relief Road

2.4

This scheme would provide a new road that connects the A274 to the A20 near Junction
8 of the M20 to the south-east of Maidstone, providing a relief road to the B2163 which
passes through the villages of Leeds and Langley. It would relieve congestion on key
routes in south and south-east Maidstone by providing a new route around the southeast of the town and a connection from the south (A274) to the Strategic Road Network
(SRN) via the A20 to Junction 8 of the M20. Delivery could also be supported by
appropriate enabling development in this area of the Borough.

2.5

Route options will need to be assessed and whether the scheme has a positive Benefit
to Cost Ratio (BCR) is currently unknown.
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Package of essential schemes needed to support a new Lower Thames Crossing and
bifurcation (splitting) of port traffic between the M20/A20 and M2/A2 corridors
2.6

The following lists several schemes that would form part of a package to support the
potential new Lower Thames Crossing and the bifurcation (splitting) of port traffic
between the M20/A20 and M2/A2 corridors. The strategic case for all of these schemes
would emphasise the need for the entire package to be delivered, although realistically
it would take many years to deliver the level of investment required for all of these
improvements.

2.7

Bidding for funding for the entire package would be difficult and the funding need for
delivery of all the schemes would far outweigh the level of funding available through
this fund nationwide. Therefore the individual schemes within this package need to be
prioritised.

2.8 The individual schemes that could form part of the package are:
A. An improved link between Junction 3 of the M2 and Junction 6 of the M20 via the
A229 (Lower Thames Crossing Option C Variant).
B. Improvements to the A249 between M2 Junction 5 and M20 Junction 7 (M2
Junction 5 improvements are committed in Highways England’s first Road
Investment Strategy [RIS1] period to 2020/21 and M20 Junction 7 improvements is
a potential LGF3 bid).
C. Improvements to M2 Junction 7 (Brenley Corner).
D. Completion of the dualling of the A2 around Lydden and Whitfield (the Duke of
York roundabout on the A2 is potential LGF3 bid).
3.

Assessment of schemes’ eligibility
A21 Kippings Cross to Lamberhurst improvements

3.1

The DfT Guidance note states that there is a presumption against this fund being used
for schemes on the Strategic Road Network (SRN). As this scheme falls entirely within
the SRN the business case should be developed as part of Highways England’s work in
developing schemes to be included in the next Road Investment Strategy (RIS) period
post 2020/21. Highways England currently has a call for evidence until July 1 st to help
inform their Route Strategies which form the evidence base for the next RIS. It is
therefore suggested that information related to this scheme is submitted to Highways
England for consideration as a scheme in the next RIS and an application for
development funding to produce a fully worked up Outline Business Case is not made
through the LLMS fund.
Leeds and Langley Relief Road

3.2

This scheme meets the eligibility criteria for a Large Local Major Scheme in that it would
be part of the Local Road Network and is not part of the SRN. The scheme is at a very
early stage of development in terms of problem identification and options testing and in
quantifying value for money evidence on the likely scale of the costs and benefits of the
scheme. Schemes put forward for LLMS funding by the LEP to the DfT must also
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demonstrate how they support the LEPs Strategic Economic Plan and wider LEP
strategy. As with all bids, there must be evidence of unified support from KMEP and
other key stakeholders including the public, businesses and MPs that this is a priority
Large Local Major Scheme for Kent and Medway.
Package of essential schemes needed to support a new Lower Thames Crossing and
bifurcation (splitting) of port traffic between the M20/A20 and M2/A2 corridors
A) An improved link between Junction 3 of the M2 and Junction 6 of the M20 via the
A229 (Lower Thames Crossing Option C Variant).
3.3 The scale of the improvements needed to facilitate free-flow traffic movement between
the M2 at Junction 3 and the A229, and between the M20 at Junction 6 and the A229,
are such that it was omitted by Highways England as part of their proposal for a new
Lower Thames Crossing (the Option C Variant). Initial cost estimates indicate that at least
approximately £0.5 billion would be needed and this exceeds the £475 million allocated
nationwide through the LLMS fund. The LLMS fund is also for delivery of schemes until
2020/21 and arguably the improvements are required when a new Lower Thames
Crossing opens, which is not expected until 2025 at the earliest, assuming that
Government approves both the scheme itself and the east of Gravesend route. It is
therefore suggested that this scheme, which is essential for the functioning of both the
Local and Strategic Road Networks and as the critical link between two motorways, is
developed by Highways England for inclusion in future RIS periods to coincide with the
opening of a new Lower Thames Crossing (dependent on a decision by Government on
the route for the new Crossing).
B) Improvements to the A249 between M2 Junction 5 and M20 Junction 7 - (M2
Junction 5 improvements are committed in Highways England’s first Road
Investment Strategy [RIS1] period to 2020/21 and M20 Junction 7 improvements is
a potential LGF3 bid).
3.4 A scheme to improve the A249 would complement the development work being
undertaken by Highways England for improvements to Junction 5 of the M2 as
committed in the current RIS for delivery by 2020/21. It would also link to the potential
bid for LGF3 funding for a scheme to improve Junction 7 of the M20. The A249 between
the two motorways is part of the Local Road Network and it also benefits the SRN,
however, its importance in supporting the strategic objective of bifurcation for a new
Lower Thames Crossing is questionable given the longer routing compared to the A229
connection between the M2 and M20 corridors. The scheme is at a very early stage of
development in terms of problem identification and options testing; and value for money
evidence on the likely scale of the costs and benefits of the scheme. Therefore, there is a
risk that this scheme would not be granted development funding by DfT to produce a
fully worked up Outline Business Case due to the lack of detail of the proposal at this
stage. It is suggested that a potential scheme should be worked up in more detail before
making an application for development funding in this round of bidding for LLMS.
C)
3.5

Improvements to M2 Junction 7 (Brenley Corner).

A scheme to improve Junction 7 of the M2 would provide traffic on the A2/M2 corridor
with uninterrupted flow through this junction without impacting on the A299
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connection and local traffic. The current configuration with a slip road from the M2 to
the Brenley Corner roundabout to continue journeys on the SRN to Canterbury and
Dover via the A2 creates peak hour congestion on a regular occurrence as traffic on the
SRN mixes with traffic on the Local Road Network. Although the issue of free-flow
movement is one that concerns the SRN and therefore could be argued that it should be
addressed by Highways England in the next RIS, the problem is caused by the interface
between the Strategic and Local Road Networks, i.e. the junction, and bids for such
schemes are welcomed in the DfT Guidance for LLMS. The scheme fits both the
strategic LEP wide objective to support bifurcation and a new strategic route from the
Port of Dover to the proposed new Lower Thames Crossing, as well as local objectives in
that it is needed to support growth in Swale and Canterbury. It is therefore
recommended that subject to Highways England’s support, a bid for development
funding to produce a fully worked up Outline Business Case is submitted for this scheme
to the LLMS fund.
D) Completion of the dualling of the A2 around Lydden and Whitfield (the Duke of
York roundabout on the A2 is potential LGF3 bid).
3.6

A scheme to dual the A2 around Lydden and Whitfield is essential to complete the
strategic route along the M2/A2 corridor to Dover needed for bifurcation and a new
strategic route via the proposed new Lower Thames Crossing. However, this section of
the A2 is entirely part of the SRN and therefore should be within the remit of Highways
England to develop a scheme for inclusion in the next RIS. Improvements needed to the
interfaces with the Local Road Network, such as the Duke of York roundabout, are small
enough in scope to be delivered through the Growth Deal should a bid for LGF be
successful. DfT Guidance is clear that LLMS should only be those that are too large to be
addressed through the LGF. Furthermore, the sections of the A2 that need to be
dualled, for example, the section around Lydden and the sections around Whitfield on
approach to the Port of Dover, could be divided into smaller schemes which would fall
below the funding threshold for LLMS and therefore makes schemes of this type
ineligible according to DfT Guidance. It is therefore suggested that information related
to this scheme is submitted to Highways England for consideration as a scheme in the
next RIS while smaller scale schemes, such as improvements to the Duke of York
roundabout are worked up for potential bids for LGF, and an application for
development funding is not made through the LLMS fund.

4.

Recommendations

4.1 The Board is recommended to put forward a bid from the Kent and Medway Economic
Partnership for inclusion in the bid from the South East Local Enterprise Partnership to the
Department for Transport for Large Local Major Schemes development funding to
produce a fully worked up Outline Business Case for:
C) Improvement to M2 Junction 7 (Brenley Corner), subject to Highways England’s
support, framed within the context of one of a package of essential schemes needed
to support a new Lower Thames Crossing and bifurcation (splitting) of port traffic
between the M20/A20 and M2/A2 corridors.
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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 6
Date:

14 June 2016

Subject:

Local Growth Fund – Round 3

Report authors:

Sarah Nurden, KMEP Strategic Programme Manager

Summary
The Government has launched a call for project proposals that will unlock economic growth.
Successful project bids will receive a share of third tranche of the Local Growth Fund (LGF),
worth £1.8 billion across England.
The Board is recommended to:
a)
Refine and shape the initial draft prioritisation list through discussion to reflect the
economic growth ambitions of the Partnership.
b)
Endorse the KMEP Chairman writing to the local MPs to encourage MPs’ close
engagement in making the strong case to Ministers for investment in the South East.
c)
To express a preference on the number of prioritised lists submitted by SELEP to
Government
d)
Agree that the SELEP Accountability Board, in consultation with the three Vice-Chairs
determines the final list of projects to be submitted to Government for endorsement at
the pre-AGM special session.

1.

Introduction & Funding Opportunity

1.1

On 22nd March 2016, the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government
announced the release of a third tranche of the Local Growth Fund (LGF), worth £1.8
billion across England.

1.2

The Government has clearly stipulated that Local Growth Funds will be allocated to
Local Enterprise Partnerships through a competitive process, based on the strength of
specific project proposals and their alignment with a wider strategy for economic
growth. In his letter of 12th April, in which he describes the funding opportunity and
eligibility criteria, the Rt. Hon. Greg Clark M.P. wrote “no area is entitled to a particular
share of funding. The stronger your proposal, the greater the chance of success”.
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1.3

For context, if the Government had chosen to base the allocations on the population, a
proportionate share of the £1.8bn fund would have resulted in roughly £140m for the
South East LEP, with circa £60m for Kent and Medway.

2.

The eligibility criteria

2.1

The eligibility criteria specified by the Government within the letter of 12th April are:
a) Proposed schemes should increase growth, over and above the impact of the
existing Growth Deal. The LEP submission should provide details on what the
proposed schemes will deliver in terms of job creation, investment and housing.
b) Strong collaboration between the partnership and the local area must underpin the
proposal. This work must be owned by both political and business leaders.
c)

Proposed schemes that are aligned with mayoral Combined Authorities (or
proposed Combined Authorities) will have an advantage.

d) Proposed schemes should include a greater level of private sector investment than
in previous rounds, as well as match funding from other bodies such as
universities.
e) Proposed schemes should engage with government’s key objectives within the
wider local context (such as plans for housing delivery and the area reviews into
further education).
f)

2.2

The delivery of existing Growth Deals will play a part in the Government’s
consideration of proposals.

In addition, at its meeting on 11th April, KMEP agreed that proposed schemes should
meet the following criteria:

Strategic

Economic

Proposed schemes must...
 Be supported by the relevant local authority/
authorities (i.e. in Medway by Medway Council and in
Kent by both the relevant district and KCC)
 Be identified in the Kent and Medway Growth and
Infrastructure Framework or a published growth plan




Deliverability



Clearly demonstrate contribution to economic growth
Show realistic and evidenced economic outcomes
(e.g. increased employment, additional housing,
improved skills)
Be clearly additional (i.e. clearly demonstrating that
LGF funding is not substituting for funds that have
already been committed)
Demonstrate that all LGF expenditure will take place
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Financial







Compliance




during the programme period (i.e. by March 2021)
Contain timescales that realistically allow for project
development and relevant permissions
Be capital expenditure
Show independently-assessed cost estimates
Demonstrate value for money (business cases
appraised by the Independent Technical Evaluator
and approved by the Accountability Board
conventionally have a cost-benefit ratio of 2 or
greater)
Demonstrate that should the LGF allocation be
secured, full project funding is committed to enable
the scheme to proceed (over the programme as a
whole, the Government is likely to want to see
evidence of at least 50% of programme value,
although match funding at project level may vary).
Be compliant with state aid regulations (based on
initial assessment)
Be compliant with procurement legislation

3.

The business cases received

3.1

Outline business case were requested for each proposed scheme by 3rd June 2016. 34
business cases were received in total.

3.2

In addition to these schemes, Kent County Council wishes to propose the inclusion of
Thanet Parkway on the prioritised list. This scheme is not shown on the draft prioritised
list, but should be borne in mind when KMEP contemplates its submission. A revised
cost estimate is being developed, based on the Value Engineering and project
development work (GRIP Stage 3)[1] submitted to Network Rail, and a more detailed
picture on the project cost is expected by the end of June.

3.3

To familiarise KMEP Board Members with the potential bids, a one-page summary of
each scheme has been included in the LGF3 information pack, which has been circulated
separately and is commercially confidential. KMEP Board Members are asked to please
read these descriptions in advance of the meeting on 14 June to allow ample time to
discuss prioritisation and the SELEP response.

4.

Prioritisation and methodology – An initial suggestion

4.1

Prioritisation is not a straight-forward process. In one list, KMEP must capture multiple
attributes from each scheme and consider how it meets the Government’s criteria. A
statistical approach to prioritisation, whilst will not necessarily achieving an optimal

[1]

GRIP Stage 3 – Network Rail Project Governance
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result from the outset, can provide a useful starting point from which KMEP Board
Members can bring their own knowledge and assessment of the strategic importance of
each project, and refine the list accordingly.
4.2

An initial prioritisation list is attached for comment and amendment. This has been
produced using four of the Government’s six criteria (referred to in paragraph 2.1). The
methodology used to create the list, and the four attributes that have been
incorporated into the spreadsheet are described below:

Prioritisation attribute 1 - Increasing growth in terms of job creation and housing
4.3

Each proposed scheme should increase growth, with the Government requesting a
specific figure for the number of jobs and houses expected to be delivered by 20/21
[criteria (a)].

4.4

To capture an indication of growth, a basic calculation has been undertaken on each
proposed scheme to provide a value for money score. This calculation is:
The amount of Local Growth Fund 3 requested divided by
the number of new jobs plus the number of housing completions to 20/21
*To assess skills-related schemes, the number of new learner enrolments has been
added to the number of new jobs and housing completions.

4.5

In certain outline business cases, it is clear that significant growth will occur after the
Government imposed deadline of 20/21. It would be inappropriate to score each
schemes on growth across the lifetime of the project because the Government will not
consider growth beyond 20/21 in its assessment process and it may be other schemes
deliver growth beyond 20/21 but omitted these details from the business case.
However, KMEP Board Members may wish to note that the following schemes have
specified growth beyond 20/21, and consider if this factor should be reflected in the
common-sense judgement when assessing the prioritisation**:
 Leigh Flood Storage – 4432 additional new jobs and dwellings from 2021/22 to
2031/32
 Westwood Relief Scheme – 3209 additional new jobs and dwellings beyond
2021/22.
 Woodsgate Corner/Pembury Road, Tunbridge Wells - 2000 additional dwellings
from 2021/22 to 2026/27
 Kent & Medway Engineering, Design, Growth & Enterprise (EDGE) Hub –
1,419.5 additional jobs and learner enrolments beyond 2021/22.
 Ashford Town Centre – 550 additional jobs and dwellings beyond 2021/22.
 NIAB East Malling Research – 513 additional jobs beyond 2021/22.

**All growth up to 20/21 for these schemes has been included in the scoring, so the
assessment is comparing like-with-like.
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Prioritisation attribute 2 - A greater level of private sector and match-funding investment
4.6

The Government envisages that the Partnership will be more engaged with local
business now than was the case in 2014, and have stipulated that a greater level of
match-funding is desirable [criteria (d)].

4.7

To capture this, a basic calculation has been done to work out the percentage of matchfunding for each project.

Prioritisation attribute 3 - The deliverability of the scheme
4.8

The Government’s eligibility criteria do not specifically refer to the deliverability of the
new proposed schemes, but the Secretary of State’s letter does highlight the
importance of past performance management of LGF1 and LGF2 projects in determining
LGF3 allocations [Criteria (f)]. In case there were to be future rounds of LGF, it is
imperative Kent and Medway’s strong past performance is maintained by continuing to
deliver projects on schedule and on budget.

4.9

A technical assessment has been undertaken on each business case to score the
schemes on the basis of deliverability. This assessment was conducted by Medway
Council’s LGF Programme Manager, Kent County Council’s Head of Economic Strategy &
Partnerships and Kent County Council’s Principal Transport Planner.

4.10 This process used high-level scoring methodology which considered factors such as:
 Permissions and consents
 The certainty of match funding
 The development work to date
 Scheme dependencies, project constraints and level of risk
4.11 During the LGF2 prioritisation process, the Board noted scoring deliverability is
intrinsically subjective and mechanistic. To minimise subjectivity to the greatest extent
possible, a moderation meeting took place between KCC and Medway Council on 3 rd
June to compare and contrast scores. In addition, the KMEP Strategic Programme
Manager has separately reviewed all the deliverability scores to act as a second
checkpoint.
Prioritisation attribute 4 - Sub-county partnership meetings & internal council prioritisation
4.12 The Secretary of State emphasised that strong collaboration between the partnership
and the local area must underpin the proposal, with both political and business leaders
owning the schemes [Criteria (b)].
4.13 Of considerable benefit has been the opportunity for the KMEP Strategic Programme
Manager to attend the Business Advisory Board (BAB), the Thames Gateway Kent
Partnership, the West Kent Partnership, the East Kent Regeneration Board and meet the
Maidstone Regeneration Team. At these meetings, proposed scheme descriptions have
been discussed, and initial feedback on potential prioritisation has been shared.
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4.14 While the Business Advisory Board did not prioritise the projects at their meeting, they
did express interest in the following schemes:
 Ashford Spurs
 Kent & Medway Engineering, Design, Growth & Enterprise (EDGE) Hub
 Investment in NIAB East Malling Research Biotech Hub
As the proposed schemes were at such an early stage of development when BAB met,
no scoring has been incorporated into the initial prioritisation list to reflect the views of
the businesses, and their views are therefore particularly sought.
4.15 To reflect the very helpful discussions had with the local authority leaders at the subcounty partnership meetings, the following scoring methodology has been used to
inform the prioritisation list (lower scores have higher priority):
 Score 10 – The proposed scheme ranks as the one sole priority above all others in
the sub-county partnership area. (For example, Ashford Spurs is given a score of 10
because all East Kent Leaders agreed that Ashford Spurs is the top priority above
every other scheme originating from the 5 districts).
 Score 20 – The proposed scheme ranks as top priority for the Unitary or District
Council.
 Score 30 – The proposed scheme ranks as the second priority for the Unitary or
District Council.
 Score 40 – The proposed scheme ranks as the third priority for the Unitary or
District Council.
Using the four prioritisation attributes to produce one initial prioritisation list
4.16 On the back of each project summary in the LGF3 information pack is a table showing
how the assessment score for each ‘prioritisation attribute’ was derived.
4.17 Sorting according to the score for each ‘prioritisation attribute’, the schemes were
ranked in order from 1 to 34, (with 1 being the best score and 34 the worst). This
produced four position rankings, which when combined gave a total final score for the
scheme and determined its position on the list.
To choose an example to show methodology:
A228 Colts Hill
 Colts Hill requires £47,951 for each job or house delivered. Sorting the value-formoney scores resulted in this project being ranked 33 out of 34 schemes.
 Colts Hill has no match-funding. Sorting on percentage match, this scheme came
joint bottom and hence was ranked joint 33rd.
 Colts Hill was given a deliverability score of 0.25 as the project is not deliverable
until 2025. Sorting according to deliverability score, this scheme ranked 34 out of
34 schemes.
 Colts Hill is the third priority for TWBC, so received a score of 40.
 Combining these scores (33+33+34+40), Colts Hill receives a grand total of 140
points. It is these total points that produced its final position on the list.
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4.18 KMEP Board Members are asked to refine and shape the initial prioritisation list through
discussion to reflect the economic growth ambitions of the Partnership. As part of this
refinement process, it would be helpful if KMEP Board Members could indicate a
funding level* below which the projects should therefore be removed from the list. This
will help unlock staff resource to focus on the LGF3 remaining schemes and produce a
compelling narrative that gains traction with Government.
*As mentioned previously, a population based share would equate to setting a funding
level roughly in the region of £60m.
5.

Next steps and key milestones

5.1

Submission of KMEP’s prioritised list and further business case development

5.1.1 To meet SELEP’s requested timeline, a prioritised Kent and Medway project list will have
to be submitted to the LEP by the evening of Thursday 16th June.
5.1.2 However, work will continue in developing business cases and the overall narrative for
those projects that KMEP wishes to see brought forward until final submission in late
July.
5.2

Communication with Kent and Medway MPs

5.2.1 Although the support of local Members of Parliament is not mentioned as a LGF3
criterion, sources in Whitehall report that this will be an important factor in choosing
the LGF3 schemes. KMEP Board Members are asked to endorse the KMEP Chairman
writing to the local MPs following the conclusion of this meeting to encourage MPs’
close engagement in making the strong case to Ministers for investment in the South
East.
5.3

Ministerial Challenge Sessions

5.3.1 Each LEP will have a ministerial challenge session. The purpose of this will be to give the
LEP an opportunity to pitch its ideas to ministers, who will provide high-level feedback.
This will help to shape proposal ahead of final submission. Challenge sessions will take
place from the end of June onwards.
5.4

Submission of a SELEP snapshot – 24th June

5.4.1 The Government requests that a ‘snapshot’ is submitted to Government on Friday 24th
June in advance of the Ministerial Challenge sessions in late June/early July. The
Government has stated “the snapshot should be in a format which can be used to pitch
to ministers and should – as a minimum – outline the LEP’s thoughts on the overall
amount of Local Growth Fund sought, the growth in terms of jobs, housing and leverage,
and any interventions the LEP may want to draw ministers attention to in particular”.
5.4.2 Based on the schemes prioritised by KMEP and its equivalents in Essex and East Sussex,
the LEP will prepare a snapshot of emerging proposals to meet this deadline.
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5.5

Determining the format of SELEP’s response - Consideration at the SELEP Strategic
Board on 24th June

5.5.1 At a meeting on 7th June, the BIS Relationship Manager for SELEP verbally clarified that
the Government expects SELEP to submit one prioritised list1, combining the lists from
all federated areas. This is disappointing as it goes against the principles agreed
previously. The SELEP Secretariat is expected to suggest to the SELEP Strategic Board
(when it meets on 24th June) to have one combined narrative but submit separate
spreadsheets for each federated area. The risk of this approach is the Government
could reduce the sum allocated to SELEP. The views of KMEP Board members are sought
on which approach is preferred by this federated area.
5.5.2 If KMEP were to express a preference for one prioritised list, views are sought on
whether KMEP would wish to formally propose that the SELEP Accountability Board
with the three Vice-Chairs is delegated authority to discuss the draft federated area lists
and arrive at a draft SELEP prioritised list for final approval on 15th July.
5.6

Endorsement of the SELEP submission

5.6.1 Endorsement of the SELEP narrative and prioritised list(s) will be sought at a pre-AGM
special session of the SELEP Strategic Board on Friday 15th July. The absolute final
deadline for submission to Government is Thursday 28th July.
5.7

Announcement of LGF Award

5.7.1 The Secretary of State intends to announce the final allocations of LGF3 funding around
the time of this year’s Autumn Statement.
6.

Recommendations

6.1 The Board is recommended to:
a) Refine and shape the initial prioritisation list through discussion to better reflect
the economic growth ambitions of the Partnership.
b) Endorse the KMEP Chairman writing to the local MPs to encourage MPs’ close
engagement in making the strong case to Ministers for investment in the South
East.
c) To express a preference on the number of prioritised lists submitted by SELEP to
Government
d) Agree that the SELEP Accountability Board, in consultation with the three ViceChairs determines the final list of projects to be submitted to Government for
endorsement at the pre-AGM special session.
Appendices
Please refer to the LGF information pack which includes a project summary and the
scoring/assessment for each scheme, followed by the initial draft prioritised list. Please note
this information is commercially confidential and should not be circulated to third parties.
1

The Government is due to issue a template spreadsheet imminently that LEPs will be asked to complete to
clearly show each scheme’s rank order.
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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 7
Date:

14 June 2016

Subject:

Local Growth Fund Rounds 1 & 2: Delivery Progress Report

Report authors:

Lee Burchill, Local Growth Fund Programme Manager, Kent County
Council
Helen Dyer, Project Officer (LGF projects), Medway Council
Steve Hewlett, Head of LGF Transport Projects, Medway Council

Summary
This report provides an update on the progress in delivering Kent and Medway’s Local Growth
Fund (LGF) programme.
The Board is recommended to:
1. Note the update on LGF project scheme delivery

1.

Introduction

1.1

£148 million has been allocated from the Local Growth Fund (LGF) to capital projects –
primarily transport schemes - in Kent and Medway.

2.

Scheme delivery

2.1

A Red, Amber, Green (RAG) spreadsheet accompanying this report provides an
overview of progress in delivering all the LGF capital projects in Kent and Medway
through both Rounds 1 and 2 of the Growth Deal. This is supported by more detailed
information in Appendix 2 on those project highlighted as red on the spreadsheet.
For the Kent programme:
 17 are green (business case approved, funding fully secured and delivery on
target).
 8 are amber (funding not yet secured; or scheme delay or funding issue which can
be mitigated);
 1 is red (funding not yet secured and significant cost or delivery issues).
For the Medway programme:
 5 are green (business case approved, funding fully secured and delivery on target)
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3.

1 is amber (funding not yet secured; or scheme delay or funding issue which can be
mitigated)

Recommendations
The Board is recommended to:
 Note the update on LGF project scheme delivery
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Item 7 – APPENDIX A
KENT SCHEMES
Scheme

Description

Delivery By

Budget

Business Case
Status

RAG
Status

Comments

Key Events for Next Period

Design and planning of the scheme is
progressing well and procurement of
Contractor has been advanced as an ECI
Contract for June-October 2016. The
S278 has been agreed in principal but
developers are still reluctant to sign due
to ongoing issues around the S106
agreement and our requirement for an
on-demand bond. ABC issues appear to
be resolved now they have relaxed
Grampian conditions following KCC's
Comfort letter but type of Bond is still
to be resolved.

Conclude S278 Agreement. Approval of
Procurement Plan by Strategic
Commissioning Board and issue of
tender documents for an ECI Contract.

Due for sign-off
by
Accountability
Board on 24th
June 2016.

Business case submitted for review and
approval in June, acceptance
dependant on confirmation of
developer contributions.
Date for submission of planning
application Feb 2017

Canterbury to confirm funding model
and contributing developers.
KCC to agree heads of terms with all
contributing developers. Business Case
Approval for SELEP accountability board.
Review outline programme and confirm
scope of commission with Amey to
deliver the Planning Application, by Feb
2017.

Scheme
deferred until
2017/18.

Feasibility work progressing. A funding
gap of £150k has been identified due to
reduced match funding. Gap to be
funded form Congestion Management
scheme. Scheme deferred until
2017/18.

Scheme preparation work to start later
in 2016/17.

SLGF1

A28 Chart
Road, Ashford

Carriageway dualling,
junction improvements
and NR bridge widening.
Start of works planned for
Spring 2018 with an 18
month construction
period.

Sturry Link
Road,
Canterbury

New link road connecting
the A28 Sturry Road to
A291 Sturry Hill requiring
a crossing of both the
railway and the river.
Start of works planned for
Spring 2019 with an 18
month construction
period.

A28 Sturry
Road
Integrated
Transport
Package,
Canterbury

Extension of in-bound bus
lane. Start of works
planned for summer 2016
with a 4 month
construction period.

2019/20

£32.80m
(£10.23m
SLGF,
£22.57m
match
funding)

2020/21

£29.60m
(£5.90m
SLGF,
£23.70m
match
funding)

2016/17

£0.55m
(£0.3m
SLGF,
££0.25m
match
funding)

Business Case
Approved at
Accountability
Board in
February 2016
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Middle Deal
transport
improvements,
Dover

New road between Albert
Road and Church Lane,
Deal. Scheme being
prepared and delivered by
developer. Work due to
start in 2016/17.

A226 London
Rd/B255 St
Clements Way,
Dartford

Junction improvements.
Start of works planned for
Spring 2019 for 12
months.

Rathmore
Road Link,
Gravesend

New 2-way link road
between Stone Street and
Darnley Road. Start of
works planned for June
2016 with an 18 month
construction period

Maidstone
Gyratory
Bypass,
Maidstone

A229 Gyratory Bypass,
Fairmeadow. Main
construction works
planned to commence
summer 2016 for a 6
month period.

Maidstone
sustainable
access to
employment
areas

New pathway along the
River Medway between
Aylesford Village and
Allington Lock and
complementary measures
on existing routes. Start of
works planned for spring

Planning application has yet to be
referred to Planning committee. DDC
have indicated that this is likely to be
considered at June Committee (16th).
Further clarification is required from
the applicant in relation to consultee
comments.

Planning application due to be
considered at Dover District Council
Planning Committee. Outcome to be
reported through future updates.

2019/20

£8.5m
(£4.2m
SLGF, £4.3m
match
funding)

Business Case to
be prepared
following
appraisal of
options for the
scheme. Aim is
to submit to ITE
in 2017 (SLGF
profiled to be
released in
2018/19/20.

On target.

Continue with outline design and site
surveys that are required. Arrange
meetings with local Dartford Councillors.
Set up steering group meetings with
Dartford BC.

2016/17

£9.5m
(£4.2m
SLGF, £5.3m
match
funding)

Signed-off by
Accountability
Board with
release of
funding in April
2016.

On target - Contract awarded and
planning approval for site compound
granted. Advance site clearance and
land transfers completed.
Newsletter No 2 distributed to local
residents and businesses and uploaded
to project website.

Commence main contract works 27 May
2016.

2016/17

£5.74m
(£4.6m
SLGF,
£1.14m
match
funding)

Business Case
approved.
Funding
released.

On target - Contract awarded April
2016. Further work on the Broadway
sub-way to be carried out to improve
the drainage and aesthetics. No issues
within period.

Commence main contract works 6 June
2016 with planned completion by
November 2016.

2016/17

£3m (£2m
SLGF, £1m
match
funding)

Business Case
approved.
Funding
released.

Detailed designs returned and
Aylesford diversion order out for preconsultation. Dormice and reptile
mitigation in place. Funding agreement
with MBC requires sign off.

Procure works for a start in late summer
2016.

2016/17

£1.55m
(£0.8m
SLGF,
£0.75m
match
funding)

Business Case
was approved
at February
2016
Accountability
Board.
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2016 for a 12 month
construction period.

Maidstone
Integrated
Transport

Package of transport
improvements. Works to
start in 2016/17.

Folkestone
Seafront
Resurfacing
Phase 1,
Shepway

Complete

Folkestone
Seafront
Resurfacing
Phase 2
Shepway

Resurfacing of Tontine
Street (in conjunction
with S106 works at same
location). Works
Complete

Sittingbourne
Town Centre
Regeneration
(developer
delivered),
Swale

Re-alignment of St.
Michaels' Rd and public
realm improvements
adjacent to rail station.
Construction planned to
start in 2015/16.

2016/17 to
2019/20

£15.8m
(£8.9m
SLGF, £6.9m
match
funding)

May-15

£0.29 SLGF

May-16

£0.36m
(£0.21m
SLGF,
£0.15m
S106
funding)

2015/16/17

£4.5m
(£2.5m
SLGF, £2m
match
funding)

BC approved.
Funding
released.
Further
amendment
approvals may
be required.

Detailed design/tender and
construction to be delivered in 2016/17
for the A20 Ashford Road junction and
Loose Road/Armstrong Road with
feasibility works to be carried out for
the accelerated Wheatsheaf junction
design and M20 Jct 5/Hermitage Lane.

Continue planning and prioritisation of
further schemes to inform preparation
of Business Case/s for approval of the
remaining £7.6m LGF allocation.

Complete

Complete

Completed

Continuation works completed

Service Level Agreement completed in
March 2016, although still awaiting
parent company guarantee. Further
liaison with developer required over
public procurement regulations.

Continue to actively engage with
Developer because there is still circa
£2.15m of 16/17 allocation still to be
utilised

Approved.
Funding
released to KCC.

Approved.
Funding
released to KCC.
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Thanet
Parkway,
Thanet

New rail station. Start of
works planned for March
2018 for a 12 month
construction period.

M20 Junction
4 Eastern
Overbridge

Widening of existing
motorway overbridge. On
programme, but slight
delay in commencement
on site.

Tonbridge
Town Centre
Regeneration

Transport improvements
to Tonbridge High Street
commence. Phase 1
commenced on site in
August 2015. Phase 2 is
planned to start in
2016/17.

A26 London
Rd/ Speldhurst
Rd/ Yew Tree
Rd

Junction improvement
and A264 junction
changes. Start of works
for phase 1 planned for
January 2016. Phase 2
construction planned for
summer 2017

2019/20

Project cost
under
review
(£10m
SLGF)

Comments
received from
SELEP ITE on BC.
Comments
currently being
addressed with
the aim of BC
sign-off in
autumn 2016.
SLGF profiled
for 2017/18.

First draft of the GRIP 3 Approval in
Principal (AIP) report has been
submitted to Network Rail and KCC for
review. Network Rail has requested
further information from AECOM
regarding the automatic half barriers at
Cliffsend and Sevescore. Negotiations
with land owner are ongoing. Further
advice being sought from KCC Legal re
determining planning authority.

Legal advice confirming position re
determining authority. New cost
estimate due to be received by end of
June. Project to update KCC PAG on 8th
July. Transport Business Case to be
completed to support funding bids
including the allocated LGF funds and
the New Station Fund when announced.

2016/17

£4.81m
(£2.2m
SLGF,
£2.61m
match
funding)

Approved.
Funding
released to KCC.

Contract awarded and works
commenced 2 April 2016. Section 6
Agreement with Highways England
signed.

Continue construction works with
planned completion by November 2016.

2015/16/17

£2.65m
(£2.4m
SLGF,
£0.25m
match
funding)

Approved.
Funding
released to KCC.

Phase 1 to be finalised by 6th June,
following delays. Phase 2 elements in
outline design with some unlikely to
commence this financial year.

Finalise Phase 1 works. Continue Phase 2
outline design work.

£1.8m SLGF

2015/16
funding
approved and
released to KCC.
A
supplementary
Business Case is
in progress to
secure future
years' funding.

Request that remaining LGF allocation
is diverted to A264 junction
improvements if potential scheme is
viable.

Construction works for phase 1
completed on site. Phase 2 outline
design and survey works ongoing.

2015/16/17
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West Kent
LSTF

Kent
Thameside
LSTF

A package of measures to
support travel by
sustainable means. Start
of works planned for
September 2015 for a 5
month construction
period

A package of measures to
support travel by
sustainable means. Start
of works planned for
September 2015 for a 5
month construction
period

2015/16 to
2020/21

2015/16 to
2020/21

Total across
6 years £9.06m
(£4.9m
SLGF,
£4.16m
match
funding)

Total across
6 years £7.65m
(£4.5m
SLGF,
£3.15m
match
funding)

Full approval for
all years.
2016/17
funding
released to KCC.

On target

Gravesend Station Cycle Hub has
encountered a delay in sign off of
approvals and changes in specification.
Completion is now due early
September.
Full approval for
all years.
2016/17
funding
released to KCC.

Transport Quarter bus hub land
valuation has been delayed; waiting for
response from Network Rail and
possibility of acquiring vacant
possession, as presently there are two
tenants on the land.
Funding for route improvements in
Dartford and Gravesham have been
moved into 16/17 and due to be
completed by end of June 2016.

Kent Strategic
Congestion
Management
programme

Package of congestion
management initiatives.
Start of 2015/16 works
planned for October 2015
with a 4 month
construction period.

annually
until
2020/21

Total across
6 years £4.8m SLGF

2016/17
funding
approved and
released to KCC.
Annual
supplementary
Business Cases
are required to
secure future
years' funding.

Blue Bell Hill scheme design near
completion once agreed with Highways
England. Ashford junction improvement
schemes started with Somerset Road
due for completion by end of June.
Wellesley road now programmed for a
summer start with a seven week
completion programme.

Schemes to be delivered in 16/17 are:
Maidstone East Station Scheme
(extension and re-furbishment of station
building, demolition of Old Vic and
creation of new station forecourt) to be
progressed to detail design and planning
permission granted. Tunbridge Wells
shared space phase 2 - detailed design
and part of the construction. Tonbridge
Station detailed design - possible
delivery of improvements to the Barden
Rd entrance. Swanley station design.

Awaiting revised costing for Bob Dunn
Way cycle scheme. The Transport
Quarter bus hub for Gravesend will be
progressed (acquiring of Network Rail
land rough cost £350k to £450k, detail
design, permissions and consultation).
Gravesend wayfinding will be tendered
for and installed in the town centre
(monoliths and finger posts). Design for
a new footway on Sole Street, Cobham
(if land owners are open to dedicating
their land for this purpose). New
footpath in Vigo to connect a bus route
to a residential development.

Further programme of works to be
developed
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Kent
Sustainable
Interventions
programme 2015/16
Scheme details
below

A package of smaller
transport interventions

Sittingbourne
TC Cycle

Walking/cycling
improvements

Dartford Cycle
Route

South Street
Deal

Walking/cycling link

Public transport
interchange

Howard
Avenue

Walking/cycling link

Folkestone to
Hythe Cycle
improvements
- Phase 1
16/17

Provision of cycle facility
along seafront

Folkestone
Town Centre
Cycle links
16/17

Provide cycle links in
Folkestone Town to the
Harbour

annually
until
2020/21

Total across
6 years £3m SLGF
(£0.5m
annually)

2016/17
funding
approved and
released to KCC.

2015/16

See Kent
Sustainable
Interventions
above

Scheme completed in April 2016

None

Moved into
2016/17

See Kent
Sustainable
Interventions
above

JTB have approved scheme and
construction of scheme on site has
commenced 23rd May for 3 weeks

Complete construction works due to
finish in mid June 2016.

See Kent
Sustainable
Interventions
above

Preparation of work by contractor Start date confirmed 08/02/2016.
Progress has been quite slow as difficult
to work around pedestrians and traffic
but quality of work is good.

Construction of scheme due to be
completed by the end of May 2016.

2015/16

See Kent
Sustainable
Interventions
above

Works complete

Scheme Sign off

2016/17

0.08m

See Kent
Sustainable
Interventions
above

Designs nearing completion with
intention to build in summer holidays
2016 onwards.

Complete scheme details and hand over
to contractor to commence
construction.

0.150m

See Kent
Sustainable
Interventions
above

Outline designs by end of June 2016,
with detailed design completed by end
of August 2016 with build in winter
months. No programme at present.

Progress outline and detailed design.

2015/16

2016/17

Total
2015/16
annual SLGF
allocation £0.5m
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Tonbridge
Angels to Rail
Station cycle
improvements
16/17

Kent Rights of
Way
improvement
plan

M20 Junction
10A (now a
full junction to
be delivered
by Highways
England)

Provision of new cycle
facility between the 2
locations

Package of ROWIP
measures. Start of works
planned for 2015/16.

Delivered by Highways
England

2016/17

0.180m

annually
until
2020/21

Total across
6 years £0.3m SLGF

2018/19

£70m
(£19.7m
SLGF,
£16.2m
match
funding,
£34.1m
Highways
England)

See Kent
Sustainable
Interventions
above

Project needs to move at pace to
enable construction in in 2016/17.

Detailed design to continue and land
issues to be finalised.

2016/17
funding
approved and
released to KCC.
Annual
supplementary
Business Cases
are required to
secure future
years' funding.

Year 1 scheme delivered. Safety audit
and signage required to complete
works are underway

Signage installations for year 1 scheme.
Secure agreements for year 2 scheme
and work and commence tender
process.

Highways
England to
prepare BC.

Highways England preparing BC.
Delivery programme slipped - start of
works now planned for early 2018 with
an 18 month construction period.

Highways England to complete BC

Previously considered inappropriate to
use LGF allocation for current A20
works which the port is funding
themselves.

Further agreement required for Dover
Harbour Board to proceed with the
business case development on the basis
that they commit to building the new
marina pier by a certain date (to be
agreed) and that the LGF funding be paid
with a claw back clause should the pier
not be built (or substantially
commenced) by that date.

SLGF2

Dover Western
Dock Revival

Package of highway
improvements.

2016/17

£5m SLGF

Dover Harbour
Board to
prepare BC.
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Ashford
International
Rail
Connectivity
(Ashford
Spurs)*

Signalling upgrade to
maintain international rail
services at Ashford
International station

2016/17 to
2018/19

*See appendix
2

Westenhanger
Lorry Park

Folkestone
Seafront
(developer
delivered)

Facility for overnight lorry
parking. Scheme affected
by recent Operation Stack
events and location has
changed.

Construction of platform
to facilitate development
of Folkestone Seafront.

£10.5m
(£0.7m
partner
funding;
£5m LGF2
Current
funding gap
is £4.8m.

Full Business
Case to be
provided by
Network Rail at
close of GRIP 3a
(Network Rail’s
equivalent to
outline design
stage of the
project).Busines
s Case to be
presented to SE
LEP
Accountability
Board on
16.09.16

Please refer to appendix B for the full
details.

N/A

Scheme on hold (following approval by
KMEP in April 2016 - funding allocated
to Ashford International Rail
Connectivity scheme to help with
underspend)

None

Conclusion of grant agreement.

Progress further agreements to enable
2016/17 loans to be made.

Consider options to bridge funding gap
including a LGF3 bid submission.
A report will go to the SELEP
Accountability Board on 16.09.16
providing revised cost estimates.

2018/19

£3m
scheme
allocation

2017/18

£22.21m
(£5m SLGF,
£17.11m
match
funding)

Approved.
Funding
released to KCC.

Business case approved by
Accountability Board and State aid
advice received. Grant agreement with
private sector third party beneficiary
(Folkestone Harbour (1) Ltd) was on
hold following discrepancy in quoted
LGF allocation.

Total £6m
(£1m
annually)

Business Case
approved.
Further
Business Cases
may be required
because of the
quantum and
duration of the
programme.

Defrayal of first 2015/16 funds to
Quarter 1 and 2 of 2016/17. Launch of
second round of applications in Quarter
1 2016/17.

NON-TRANSPORT

Innovation
Investment
Fund (Growth
Hub Capital)

annually
until
2020/21
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MEDWAY SCHEMES
Scheme

Description

A289 Four
Elms
Roundabout
to Medway
Tunnel

Highway capacity
improvements to provide
journey time savings and
reduced congestion.

Strood town
centre

Journey time and
accessibility
enhancements to the
town centre including
changes to the highway,
improved public realm and
retail improvements.

Delivery
By
End of
2018/19

End of
2018/19

Budget
£11.1m

£9m

Business Case
Status
BC approved,
funding
released

BC approved,
funding
released

RAG
Status

Comment

Key Events for Next Period

As part of the planning application
process the modelling previously carried
out in relation to the scheme was
reviewed and concerns were raised
regarding whether the scheme will
deliver the required improvements, in
terms of journey times. A more in-depth
review of the modelling is underway to
ensure that the project delivers the
improvement needed. The decision has
been made to delay submitting the
planning application until the modelling
review has been completed and the
benefits of the project are clear.

The planning application will be
submitted in mid-July (to be
confirmed). The review of traffic
modelling will be completed. Work will
get underway on the GPR survey and
the remaining geotechnical
investigations. The procurement
process will get underway to appoint a
consultant to produce the detailed
design. The scheme will be presented
to the Member Planning Committee
meeting in advance of planning
application submission.

New outline designs have been
completed following comments from
Members and officers. Individual
junctions have been modelled to ensure
they perform at a satisfactory level.

Modelling will be carried out for the
whole road network to ensure that the
individual junction proposals work well
together. The revised ideas and
modelling will be presented to
Members and the Strood Town Centre
Forum before public consultation
starts.
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Chatham town
centre
placemaking
and public
realm package

Improving the link
between Chatham railway
station and Chatham town
centre and waterfront
area and provision of a
new civic space.

End of
2017/18

£4m

BC approved,
funding
released

Work has been completed on the River
Walk and at Sun Pier (including paving,
benches, lighting and trees). A
consultant has been appointed to deliver
the detailed design for the remainder of
the scheme. An inception meeting has
been held and work is underway on the
design.

Works at Pier Chambers should be
completed. A launch event will be held
to publicise the completion of works on
the River Walk, Pier Chambers and Sun
Pier. The detailed design will be
completed within the next three
months, ready to start the
procurement process to appoint a
contractor to build the scheme.

Medway
Cycling Action
Plan

A range of measures
designed to improve
access to cycling in the
Medway area and improve
upon and expand existing
cycling facilities

1st phase
in
2015/16,
then
annually
until end
of 2017/18

£2.5m

BC approved,
funding
released

Work has commenced on cycle
improvements on Gillingham Business
Park. Designs have been prepared for a
number of other cycle routes which will
be built during the 2016/17 financial
year. The final Cycling Action Plan has
been agreed, following a period of
informal consultation.

Work will start on phase 2 of the
Beechings Way, Gillingham route, as
well as the Lordswood Lane route.
Designs will continue for other routes
due for construction in late 2016/17
and 2017/18. The final Cycling Action
Plan document will be published on the
Medway Council website during June.
The first phase of the new permanent
cycle counters will be installed.

Medway City
Estate
connectivity
improvement
measures

An integrated package of
infrastructure measures
aimed at addressing the
existing barriers to
movement to and from
and within MCE.

Early
interventio
ns starting
in 2015/16
with 2nd
part of the
project by
end of
2018/19

£2m

BC approved,
funding
released

The project has been split into two
phases, with phase 1 focussing on aiding
egress off the Medway City Estate.
Construction of the original phase 1
works is almost complete. It is planned
to install average speed cameras in both
tunnel bores before the traffic signals on
the westbound tunnel can be
commissioned. Work has started on
planning for the installation of the
cameras.

The average speed cameras will be
installed by the end of June, with two
overnight tunnel closures planned to
facilitate the works. Once the cameras
are in place the traffic signals will be
tested and commissioned. Attention
will then switch to phase 2 works which
will focus on improving connectivity
within the estate for all modes of
transport. Work will commence on
planning these elements of the project
shortly.
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Rochester
Airport
Technology
Park

Introduction of a
Technology Park at
Rochester Airport. Phase
1 of the project involves
improvements to airport
infrastructure and removal
of the second runway.
Works required to
facilitate the development
of the Technology Park.

Phase 1 by
end of
2017/18

£4.4m
(future
phases in
addition)

Final Business
Case submitted
to SELEP in
April.

The Business Case was submitted to the
SELEP in April for review by the
Independent Technical Evaluator (ITE).
Queries raised by the ITE have been
addressed and the project will be on the
agenda at the SELEP Accountability Board
meeting on 10th June. DCLG have
notified Medway Council that they
support the request from a third party
for an EIA Screening Opinion. This
decision is likely to lead to a delay with
the project.

Work will continue to minimise the
impact that the decision to request an
EIA Screening Opinion has on the
programme. Regrettable a delay is
unavoidable as a decision on the
planning application is now unlikely
until September 2016 at the earliest. As
a result of this delay it is likely that the
budget profile will need to be
reviewed, with a further request for
budget re-profiling being submitted to
the SELEP.
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Item 7 - Appendix B
Details of projects highlighted red in the RAG rating
Scheme
Ashford International
Rail Connectivity
(Ashford Spurs)

Description
Signalling upgrade to maintain
international rail services at Ashford
International station

Budget
£10.5m
(£0.7m partners;
£5m LGF)

RAG Rating

Issue:
The existing Network Rail Business Case anticipates an anticipated final project cost of £10.5 million.
This is made up of:
 £6.3m estimated project cost,
 £2.6m (i.e. 42%) for Network Rail contingency, and
 £1.6m (i.e. 25%) allocated by Network Rail towards risk.
This substantially increases the project cost estimate and widens the funding gap to a £4.8m
shortfall.
Network Rail will not proceed beyond September 2016 without the assurance of the full funding,
including contingency and risk, being in place to ensure the project can be completed.
The following alternative funding sources have been exhausted:

DfT Rail budget has no funding (following the ministerial meeting with Claire Perry on
10/05/16)

Network Rail budget has no funding (beyond NRDF contribution of £580k for GRIP 1-3a)

High Speed 1 budget has no funding (beyond contribution to feasibility report)

Eurostar has taken responsibility for Vehicle Acceptance Process, which will remove
about £250k from NR budget, and has no further funding

ABC and KCC have no funding (beyond contributions to feasibility report)
Progress:
- At the April KMEP meeting, the Partnership agreed the allocation of £3m KCC LGF
programme underspend to the project, bringing the total LGF funding to £5m.
- Vince Lucas of KMEP is working with the Project Board and the Independent Technical
Evaluator (Steer Davies Gleave) to scrutinise the Network Rail estimated project costs to
reassess the allocation of project contingencies and risk.
- All parties involved agreed in mid-May that KMEP & KCC would work with Network Rail to
reduce the estimated project cost by seeking ministerial agreement between DfT and DCLG
to permit the transfer of the total LGF bid for the project direct from DfT to Network Rail,
rather than have it transferred via the LEP, KMEP and KCC prior to payment to Network Rail.
- This procedure would not only save legal fees for Network Rail and KCC but would also
enable Network Rail to use internal rather external staffing costs.
- The expectation is that this procedure will lower the anticipated final cost and thus the
funding shortfall. The procedure will also provide greater surety around the business case,
prior to a submission to the September meeting of the LEP Accountability Board.
- A report detailing the revised Network Rail Business Case – produced using the procedure
described above - will proceed to the SELEP Accountability Board in September.
Mitigation:
- A potential LGF3 bid to cover the £4.8m shortfall is submitted to Government – subject to
KMEP’s endorsement.
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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

ITEM 8
Date:

14 June 2016

Subject:

Devolution

Report authors:

Combined authorship – Previously discussed at Kent Leaders on 17 May.

8.1

The Government recognises the principle that “national prosperity can be enhanced
by vibrant local democracy, as councils work with residents and businesses in their
communities to provide the services people need and expect.”2

8.2

Securing devolution which empowers local government to deliver more services
tailored to the needs of the local populous is an ambition widely shared within Kent
and Medway, and the Kent and Medway Leaders have been discussing the potential
content of a devolution deal for well over a year. Contained within this report is a
paper that was initially presented to a meeting of the Kent and Medway Leaders in
April, and subsequently discussed in more detail on 17th May, setting out the potential
asks of Government. As a result, Leaders have agreed to develop a devolution deal
submission by the end of July.

8.3

KMEP is asked to:
 Note the content of the ‘Devolution: Opportunities for Kent and Medway’ paper,
whilst recognising that this was an initial summary of asks that will be developed
into a much more substantive proposal, and will not include health and social care
integration
 Endorse the ambition of the Kent and Medway leaders to secure a new devolution
deal for Kent and Medway.

2

http://www.local.gov.uk/documents/10180/6917361/L15178+DevoNext+devolution+publication/7e036308-6ebc-4f20-8d26-d6e2cd7f6eb2
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Devolution: Opportunities for Kent and Medway
April 2016
In Kent and Medway, we have been committed to securing devolution for many years.
Following recent Devolution Agreements concluded in other parts of England, it is time to
consider what a devolution deal should look like and how we could make it happen.
If we wish to secure a Devolution Agreement, we will need to consider our appetite for
governance change. But notwithstanding future governance challenges, this paper sets out
the asks that we may wish to make of central Government.

1.

Introduction

Since the publication of Bold Steps for Radical Reform in 2009, KCC, Medway and the Kent
Districts have strongly argued for devolution to support economic growth and better public
services. Last year, we set out our Compelling Case for Change (for a Kent & Medway LEP),
which outlined why the county offers the scale, ambition and coherent geography to support
devolution.

At the time, the Government was not convinced of our case. However, three developments
since then suggest that we should revisit our approach. First, the Government’s offer has
become clearer. So far, ten Devolution Agreements have been concluded across the country
(see map below), with all bar Cornwall agreeing a Mayoral Combined Authority. The majority
of these contain commitments to additional funding – including a commitment to £30 million
per year over 30 years in capital and revenue support for borrowing to deliver infrastructure –
and the potential for additional powers in the future. However, as all the agreements have a
5-year ‘gateway’ review, it is probably better to consider the infrastructure funding as £150m
over a 5 year-period.
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Second, our strategic base is now stronger. The Kent and Medway Growth and Infrastructure
Framework provides a comprehensive county-wide evidence base on the infrastructure
needed to support housing and commercial growth. The newly established KMEP Skills
Commission offers a mechanism to ensure a stronger employer voice in articulating the skills
that the economy needs. Work underway at local level in West, North and East Kent is
considering how we can make two-tier working as effective as possible – and we are already
seeing substantial progress in West Kent examining areas such as:








Highways and street scene
Public Health preventative services
Housing Related Support
Property & Assets
Economic Development & Tourism
Community Safety
Sports Development

Third, as the devolution agenda gathers pace, it is important that Kent and Medway set out
its ambition . It is understood that the Secretary of State would welcome a Kent and Medway
proposal, and that the window of opportunity to submit may be quite narrow.
This paper therefore sets out what we might seek through a Devolution Agreement. This will
inevitably mean a debate over the governance arrangements that will be acceptable locally
and to Government – but it is a debate that we must have if we are to secure the
opportunities that may be on offer.
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2.

A Kent and Medway Devolution Agreement: What we are seeking

Within the overall objectives of raising productivity, accelerating the delivery of planned
housing and commercial growth and improving public services, a Kent and Medway
Devolution Agreement should focus on:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Fiscal devolution
Employment and skills
Housing, planning and infrastructure
Transport
Innovation and business support
Health and social care integration

Our proposed suggestions are set out below. We must do more work to clearly quantify costs
and benefits – but based on the Devolution Agreements concluded to date, they are
ambitious but realistic.

Theme 1: Fiscal devolution
Delivering well managed and accelerated housing and commercial growth that the county
needs will require a more stable, longer-term approach to investment - and there is a weight
of evidence that local accountability for raising and managing funds delivers better value for
money. We should seek:
A long term Growth and Infrastructure Budget
Building on Kent and Medway’s excellent record in capital programme management (both
historically and through the current Local Growth Fund), we will seek a multi-annual fund
under local democratic control, to be deliver the Strategic Spatial Framework and the
Strategic Infrastructure Delivery Plan at pace and scale. This may consist of both capital
funding (possibly partially top-sliced from the Local Growth Fund and successor programmes)
and guaranteed revenue to support capital borrowing.
Elsewhere in England, the Government has committed to up to £30 million per year over 30
years in similar schemes – creating a total long-term investment fund of £900 million. We will
seek a similar arrangement in Kent and Medway, and will explore the potential for tax
increment financing and further business rate retention in planning for this.
Additional powers to raise business rates
In order to deliver infrastructure investment where this will accelerate growth, freedom to
seek the power granted through other Devolution Agreements to raise business rates by up to
2%, where businesses agree. We envisage that this power will be used sparingly – but where
the business case for investment is clear, it has the potential to be a powerful source of
investment.
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Theme 2: Employment and skills
We are committed to creating a more productive, more highly skilled workforce, better
aligned to the skills needs of the Kent & Medway economy by increasing the voice of both
public and private sector employers, improving access to information and substantially
reducing the number of young people not in employment, education or training.
Developing the role of the Skills Commission, a Devolution Agreement should seek:
A leading role in the Kent and Medway Area Review of post-16 education and training
institutions
This is scheduled to take place at the end of 2016. Stronger local leadership will reflect the
key role of the Skills Commission (and the employer voice that it provides) and will be
consistent with the leading role agreed with the Northern Combined Authorities.
Full devolution of Skills Funding Agency capital funding
Following the Area Review, this will enable future SFA funds (or other capital funds directed
towards the further education and adult learning sector) to be allocated in accordance with a
locally-relevant Vocational Learning Strategy, reflecting evidenced economic demand.
Full devolution of the 19+ Adult Skills budget
Again following the Area Review, this will enable Kent and Medway to be responsible for
allocations to providers and the outcomes to be achieved. This will also align with local
realignment of adult community learning so that it more effectively supports people into
work.
Full devolution of the Apprenticeship Grant for Employers (AGE)
This provides support to employers (primarily small businesses) in employing apprentices
aged 16-24, where they would otherwise be unable to do so.
Devolving the AGE grant would enable levels of financial support to be varied by sector,
business size and specialism in line with economic need. It would also enable financial
assistance to businesses to be integrated with Kent’s existing business loan and support
services.
This could lead to broader National Apprenticeship Service devolution to more effectively
promote Apprenticeships to local employers and contribute to meeting the national goal of 3
million apprenticeship starts by 2020.
We would also like to explore opportunities for devolution of the Apprenticeship levy so that
Kent & Medway can steer and ensure that additional provision meets current and future local
skills needs.
Joint design with DWP of employment support for hard-to-help claimants.
This would include a significant local role in contract management and in joining up local
public services to better support the target group – potentially including a pilot programme
with DWP to support the harder-to-reach back into the labour market.
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Theme 3: Housing, planning and infrastructure
In the period to 2031, the population of Kent and Medway will rise by 293,000. This
represents an increase of 17%, substantially higher than in the country overall. Building on the
Kent and Medway Growth and Infrastructure Framework, we will seek powers and funding to
accelerate housing delivery, including:
A statutory Strategic Spatial Framework for Kent and Medway
Adopted subject to the unanimous agreement of the county’s Local Planning Authorities, this
would set out overall strategic housing and employment targets. It could be linked with a
Strategic Infrastructure Delivery Plan, building on the GIF and with the potential to a better
co-ordinated approach to the collection of developer contributions for strategic transport and
community infrastructure.
Additional resources for Local Planning Authorities
Recognising Kent and Medway’s rapid growth and our major sites of national or regional
importance, we will seek an agreed mechanism for securing additional planning resources to
accelerate delivery.
A Kent and Medway Land Board
Building on the success of the One Public Estate programme in Kent and Medway, and in
partnership with the Homes and Communities Agency, this will review all central and local
government assets across the county and identify opportunities to deliver housing and
commercial growth. We will also seek the establishment of a mechanism to enable funds
raised through the disposal or more efficient use of public assets to be paid back into the
Growth and Infrastructure Budget outlined above.
Full involvement in the Thames Estuary 2050 Growth Commission
The Growth Commission is an exciting opportunity to build a long-term vision for the wider
Thames Gateway. We will seek full membership of the Growth Commission for local
government in Kent and Medway, supporting the Commission’s work and ensuring
deliverability and effective links with wider strategy.
Powers to establish Local Development Corporations
Linked with the Land Board, we will seek powers similar to those that exist in London and
some Combined Authorities to create Development Corporations to bring forward major sites
where development has stalled or is difficult to bring forward, including additional powers for
compulsory purchase.
Greater influence over Environment Agency funding
With growth in Kent and Medway often limited by significant flood risk and other
environmental constraints, we seek to establish greater influence over the Environment
Agency’s priorities and funding, potentially including funding devolution.
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Theme 4: Transport
Transport constraints on both the local and strategic transport networks present major
challenges to Kent and Medway’s future growth. We will seek new powers, including:
A Sub-National Transport Body
This could provide a basis for better integrated planning of services, including:
 Stronger integration with Transport for London, including the extension of Oyster card
arrangements into Kent
 Powers to ensure high-quality public transport, including the powers to franchise bus
services, building on the successful franchising arrangement that currently operates for
the Fastrack scheme in Dartford and Gravesham.
 Devolution of Highways England budgets and functions, where these can be more
effectively and efficiently commissioned and procured to support Kent’s strategic
transport network
Recognition of Kent and Medway’s unique transport circumstances
We are the UK’s gateway to Europe, with rapidly rising freight volumes – at the same time as
local pressure increases on our roads. This presents long term maintenance challenges on the
strategic and local highways networks, which we will seek recognition of in central
Government funding formulae.

Theme 5: Innovation and business growth
We have great innovative potential in Kent and Medway, with a diverse range of growing
sectors. Building on our excellent relationship with business, we seek:
An integrated business support and innovation service
We already deliver excellent business finance, trade development, rural growth and inward
investment services, such as Expansion East Kent, TIGER and Escalate. We seek devolution of
funds and responsibilities from central Government agencies such as UKTI and Innovate UK,
so that we can offer better coordinated, better resourced and more locally-responsive
services.
Future Intermediate Body status for European Structural and Investment Funds
Linking the European Structural and Investment Funds to Local Enterprise Partnerships was
supposed to increase efficiency and integration. Two years into the current programme, not a
single pound of ERDF funding has actually been spent. We will manage this better with
greater local accountability.
Government recognition of Kent and Medway Economic Partnership
For all practical purposes, KMEP is Kent and Medway’s Local Enterprise Partnership. But we
continue to receive less funding than every other LEP area – at the same time as having to
manage unnecessary duplicate costs. We see that KMEP will be the recognised business voice
alongside the democratically elected leaders.
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Theme 6: Health and Social Care integration
Kent can be a Foundation County for health and social care, that will have a unified system to
commission and provide NHS, public health and social care services, and which can be
responsive to the pan-Kent health and social care challenges, which is also responsive to the
differing circumstances and challenges sub-regional health economies face in North, East and
West Kent.
The development of NHS Sustainability and Transformation Plans (STPs) for Kent and
Medway to transform the whole health and social care system, delivering a fully integrated
system as defined by the NHS Five Year Forward View by 2021 presents the opportunity to
deliver Kent as a foundation health and social care county. This will involve:








Recognition from Government of special circumstances Kent faces in health and social
care due to our size, complexity and peninsular geography
Flexibility to move away from the existing arrangements to support integration and
collaborative commissioning across the health and social care sector, including mandating
NHS England and Public Health England support to deliver Foundation County status.
Moving towards a single, consolidated budget for health and social care in Kent and
Medway across social care, CCGs and acute sector.
Reforming the Kent Health and Wellbeing Board to act as the ‘system leader’ for the
integration of health and social care in Kent, and being the democratic accountable body
responsible for ensuring effective implementation of the STPs.
Formalising three levels of geography for health and social care integration at local (CCG)
sub-regional health economy (North, East and West Kent) and regional (Kent) to create
clear integrated governance for health and social care.
Prioritising integration between acute and primary sectors through the North Kent and
East Kent Executive Programme Boards and roll out at pace new models of care, such as
the Estuary View Vanguard
Flexibility for local determination of CCG draw down of previous year 1% budget
surpluses to invest in, and support, new models of care.
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7.

Next steps and questions for discussion

The Secretary of State has indicated a likely deadline of the end of May for the next wave of
proposals to be considered. With that in mind, it would be helpful to commission further work
to consider in detail the powers and funding that we may seek.
Meanwhile, it would be helpful for Leaders to consider:
 What’s missing from the above list of pan-Kent and Medway devolution ‘asks’?
 Are there any specific area (North, East and West Kent) ‘asks’ that you think should be
included?
 What governance are we willing to offer/accept as part of a devolution deal?
Devolution presents opportunities for Kent and Medway. We have ambitious asks, we have
a strong track record of delivery and we are in a stronger position now than we were a year
ago. However, it is likely that a Devolution Agreement will only be delivered along with
governance change – so we need to decide whether this is something we wish to pursue.
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ITEM 9
Date:

14 June 2016

Subject:

West Kent Partnership Update

Report author:

Wendy Wood, Partnership Manager, 07970 551598
wendy.wood@sevenoaks.gov.uk

As agreed at the KMEP meeting on 11 April, all sub-county partnerships and Maidstone Borough
Council are invited to submit a partnership update as a standing agenda item. An email was sent on 5
May to all areas offering the opportunity to provide an update if the area wished to. In response to this
call for updates, the West Kent Partnership has submitted the report below.

Summary

West Kent Priorities for Growth was endorsed by Partners in October 2015 .
http://westkentpartnership.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/WK-Priorities-final-October-15.pdf

It sets out the case for the need to invest to achieve future business growth, enhanced local
skills, and stronger, resilient local communities. A range of projects are being developed to
secure more investment into West Kent and ensure long-lasting positive results. This living
document identifies 5 priorities for the Partnership. As projects progress to a stage where
costed proformas can be generated these will be added and existing proformas updated.

1.

Priority 1: Promoting key locations for growth

1.1

West Kent Partnership (WKP) is progressing 14 key locations for growth that will
contribute to a growth of around 17,000 jobs between 2012 and 2031. Recent
progress includes:

1.2

East Malling Research – A study was been jointly commissioned by KCC, TMBC and
East Malling Research in July 2015 to look at the economic impact of improved
research facilities on site. Wessex Economics Ltd concluded in their research that a
capital and revenue investment of around £6m is required to support further
development of the East Malling Research Biotech Hub. This includes:
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 Industry Standard Glasshouse - £1,300,000
 Farm (irrigation infrastructure, field analysis tools, sprayer/tractor/trailer, 5ha of
plantings and field covers - £514,000
 Controlled environment for pests (six chambers) - £210,000
 Lab 1 – Genetics service and breeding (lab tools and refurbishment) - £400,000
 Lab 2 – Fruit processing (lab refurbishment/tools/benches) - £343,000
 Lab 3 – Fruit analysis (lab refurbishment/equipment/storage) - £661,500
 IT infrastructure - £105,000
 Intellectual property - £60,000
It has been calculated by Wessex Economics Ltd that such an investment would lead to
25 FTE jobs created within EMR/EMS and around 87 FTE jobs safeguarded. It would
also lead to the creation of an additional 950 jobs in Kent and the wider SELEP area,
and the safeguarding of an estimated 4,600 jobs in Kent and 7,400 jobs in the SELEP
area in downstream industries associated with horticulture.
Since this report, the National Institute of Agricultural Botany (NIAB) based in
Cambridge has taken over EMR and has expressed a commitment to the East Malling
site. The Borough Council is meeting NIAB EMR on 03 May to discuss future plans.
1.3

Tunbridge Wells Urban Area/Southborough - A number of developments are likely to
come forward in this urban area of the Borough including the former Dairy Crest site
on St John’s Road. Consultation on a Masterplan for the Southborough Hub site took
place at the end of 2015 and a planning application is anticipated in 2016.

1.4

Paddock Wood - Planning applications for two residential sites in Paddock Wood are
likely to be determined in Summer 2016.

1.5

Swanley – A masterplanning process for Swanley and Hextable areas is underway
looking at potential regeneration across the area, this is likely to include new leisure
and community services, alongside accommodation for businesses and residential
space. This process is ongoing and further information will be available in summer
2016.

1.6

Fort Halstead - Negotiations are ongoing regarding the future of Fort Halstead site,
this has now received outline planning permission for mixed use employment space
and residential development.

2.

Priority 2: Improving transport and connectivity

2.1

We are working to improve capacity along A-roads and motorway junctions and
supporting a number of rail schemes across the area that will support further growth
and ensure West Kent keeps moving forward. Current initiatives include:

2.2

Junction 4 of the M20 – works have just commenced
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2.3

North Farm - The capacity improvements to Longfield Road have been completed
successfully. The Knights Wood residential development is currently in Phase 2 with
Phase 1 fully sold out. Completion of Longfield Road improvements in North Farm
September 2015

2.4

Completion of A26 junction improvements at Yew Tree Road and Speldhurst Road in
Southborough April 2016

2.5

Good progress on dualling of the A21 which is due for completion March 2017

2.6

Design work progressing on junction improvement at A264 junction with Halls Hole
Road/Blackhurst Lane

2.7

LGF Round 3 projects to be submitted Summer 2016 – likely to include Colts Hill
improvement scheme and further improvements to junctions on A264

2.8

Swanley Masterplanning - The masterplan for the future growth and regeneration of
the area will give consideration of transport requirements including alleviating
congestion at Junction 3 and improvements to public transport such as the possibility
of improvements to Swanley Station.

2.9

Extension of Oyster services to Sevenoaks District - Swanley has recently gone live
with Oyster services and is now designated as London Travel Zone 8. There is an
aspiration that Oyster will come to Sevenoaks town by the end of 2018 which will
benefit connectivity with London.

3.

Priority 3: Essential infrastructure improvements

3.1

Leigh Flood Storage area - The costs of the options set out in the revised Middle
Medway Strategy are currently estimated to be in the region of £34 million (with the
Leigh and Hildenborough works estimated at £21m). In the 2014 Autumn Statement
the government committed approximately 50 percent of these costs, subject to a
viable business case, with the remaining costs needing to be found before the scheme
can be constructed. Ways to raise this funding are currently being explored, with the
Local Growth Fund Round 3 being a key potential source of gap funding.
Although the Middle Medway Strategy has recommended increasing the flood storage
at Leigh FSA and further flood storage on the River Beult, the Environment Agency
together with its partners is considering a wide range of options to ensure they
identify the best solution for these areas.
In order to secure the government’s funding contribution to construct a scheme a
business case must be prepared that demonstrates the reduction in flood risk that it
will provide, how the defences could be constructed and how to make best use of
public money.
During the first phase the project team is:
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Investigating the possible options to understand whether they are technically,
environmentally, socially, and financially possible (cost benefit analysis). This will
help to select a preferred option.
Developing an outline design for the preferred option.
Talking to local landowners and the wider public about the impact of any works
and how this can be mitigated.
Gaining planning permission and environmental permits for the final scheme.

The business case will be considered by DEFRA in 2018. Once the business case is
approved, the project will move to the detailed design phase in 2018 to 2019.
Currently, the indicative funding programme shows construction between 2019 and
2022. However, future funding is allocated each year and projects are prioritised
nationally based on the reduction in flood risk they provide, and how much external
funding they have sourced.
4.

Priority 4: Supporting local business and skills development

4.1

West Kent has the highest new business survival rates of any of the Kent and Medway
sub-regions and a strong and resilient SME sector, with 84% of employees working in
firms of 10 or less. We have a highly skilled workforce and strong job growth is
anticipated in the coming years. To support increased productivity and improved skills
attainment at all levels a number of initiatives are underway.

4.2

Business Support: Growth hub supplementary funds are being used to deliver a
programme of 6 hour support packages to West Kent businesses. As well as generic
business support, specialist programmes for key groups and sectors are being
delivered to retailers, pubs, local producers, home-based businesses, young
entrepreneurs and rural businesses seeking Leader funding. These funds are
augmented by the West Kent Business support budget which is being used to deliver
free support that doesn’t fit the Growth Hub support criteria. This includes access to
1:1 and webchat support.

4.3

Skills: All three local authorities now have skills groups addressing skills needs at a
local level. The West Kent Partnership hosted a business breakfast on skills needs at
the West Kent B2B on 10 March and businesses provided feedback on issues around
recruitment and retention, sector skills needs and effective links between business,
schools, colleges and training providers. A West Kent Skills group will work to link
activity at district level with The Skills Commission and Guilds and engage with local
businesses.

4.4

Rural: Grant support is now available to West Kent businesses through West Kent
Leader. Further information is being sought on initiatives elsewhere that provide the
infrastructure for small rural, land-based and forestry businesses to connect to new
routes to market

5.

Priority 5: Market town regeneration
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5.1

Tonbridge High Street - Following consultation with residents and local businesses,
the £2.65m improvements scheme to Tonbridge High Street commenced in August
2015.
The vision for the project is to upgrade the High Street environment and support
Tonbridge’s regeneration, creating an attractive shopping area and enhancing the
town’s historic areas. Traffic flow through the High Street will be improved, and a
more pedestrian friendly environment created.
Developed by Kent County Council and Tonbridge & Malling Borough Council, the
scheme involves widening and resurfacing pavements along with a range of other
improvements between the Vale Road roundabout to the Big Bridge. Additional
elements of the project include high quality street furniture and signage, improved
road surface, establishing defined delivery areas and a 20mph speed limit.
During the works, Pillory Barn have been delivering a Communications Strategy which
has
seen
the
development
of
a
project
specific
website
http://www.tonbridgehighstreet.org/ including business case studies; a regular
newsletter for local residents and businesses; a monthly traders meeting and a web
marketing campaign.
The project is scheduled to be completed in early May 2016.

5.2

Tunbridge Wells Town Centre -The Berkeley Homes development, on the former Kent
& Sussex Hospital site is progressing and will include residential, offices and a school.
Completion of the scheme is due in 2017.
Planning permission has been granted for a £70 million expansion of the Royal Victoria
Place Shopping Centre. The development will include an eight-screen cinema and the
creation of new premises for fashion retailers, as well as the complete redevelopment
of the Ely Court area.
In line with its Five Year Plan, the Council has commenced work to look at the design
of new offices on the Council’s car park on Mount Pleasant Avenue and at the ongoing
office accommodation needs of the Council. Work has also started to look at options
for the development of a new theatre to replace the Assembly Hall. Plans for the
redevelopment of the existing Museum, Art Gallery and Library as a new Heritage,
Cultural & Learning Hub are also progressing. This project has been awarded Phase 1
funding from the Heritage Lottery Funding and work is planned to commence in 2018.
Phase 1 of the public realm improvements at Fiveways is now nearing completion.

5.3

Sevenoaks Town Centre - Planning permission has been submitted for decking of a car
park in Bradbourne Park Road in Sevenoaks this is currently in a period of public
consultation. This increased capacity would free up a site which is hoped would
enable the construction of a premier inn hotel close to Sevenoaks Station.
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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

FOR INFORMATION ITEM A
Date:

14 June 2016

Subject:

Skills Capital Fund

Report author:

Sarah Nurden, KMEP Strategic Programme Manager

Background
1.1

In 2014, the Government committed £22million of Skills Capital Funding to the South
East Local Enterprise Partnership (SELEP). Today £1.83m of this total sum remains
unallocated.

1.2

The Skills Capital Fund should be used by FE colleges to increase participation and to
tailor the skills offer to meet local economic need through the purchase of specialist
equipment; the enhancement, refurbishment or remodelling of specialist facilities; the
improvement of specialist skills delivery through digital technologies; or through a
combination of these options.

1.3

The Government specifies this Fund must be spent by FE colleges by 31 March 2017.

1.4

To allocate the remaining funding, the SELEP Accountability Board launched a fourth
call for projects, inviting all Further Education colleges to submit bids to their
federated area board by noon on 25 May 2016.

Response to the call for project bids
2.1

Seven bids were submitted by Kent and Medway FE colleges; three bids were
submitted by Essex’s FE colleges; and one bid was submitted by an East Sussex FE
college (i.e. eleven bids were received across the SELEP region).

Endorsement by the Kent and Medway Economic Partnership
3.1

In accordance with the request of the SELEP Accountability Board, endorsement of the
federated board (KMEP) was sought. KMEP Board Members were asked to review the
bids submitted, to comment on the extent that each bid meet the local skills need, and
to decide whether the bid should be endorsed.
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3.2

To aid KMEP in their deliberations, a sub-group of Kent and Medway’s Skills
Commission had met to examine each bid and provided KMEP with a suggested level
of endorsement.

3.3

Following the electronic consultation with KMEP Board Members, seven responses
were received which were incorporated into the KMEP response. Multiple
respondents highlighted strong support for Hadlow College’s Princess Christian Farm
bid, leading to its status being revised to ‘strongly endorsed’.

3.4

The final submission provided to SELEP thus shows KMEP strongly endorses four bids,
endorses a further bid, and does not endorse two bids. The table on the next page
provides details of each bid and the level of endorsement achieved.

3.5

The reason why two bids did not gain KMEP’s endorsement are that the bids:
 do not match the criteria within SELEP’s guidelines – Paragraph 4.1 of the guidance
states that specialist equipment can include “IT equipment for specialist courses but not
generic laptops/tablets/desktops etc. for general purposes.” Both application forms refer
to generic IT equipment.




do not identify the number of new learners and apprentices that would be
admitted onto the courses as a result of the financial support.
do not expand the number of technical, vocational or learning pathways offered to
the learner, however KMEP acknowledges the projects would facilitate a new
approach to learning for the existing learners at the Colleges.

Next Steps
3.6

A technical assessment will be conducted by SELEP’s Skills Advisory Group, chaired by
Graham Razey. The scoring from this technical assessment along with KMEP’s
comments on endorsement will be circulated to the SELEP Accountability Board; this
SELEP Board will then make the final decision at their meeting on 24 th June 2016 on
whether to grant funding to each bid. The KMEP Strategic Programme Manager will
email the outcome to KMEP Board Members.
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Bid
proposer:

Project title:

Grant
amount
requested

Project description

Grant
as %
of
total
cost

Total
Project
Cost

Level of endorsement & reasoning

KMEP strongly endorses the following four submissions
Canterbury
College

Constructing
Futures

If funded, this project extends the construction workshop by
50% & provides an electrical testing centre at Canterbury
College’s Swale Campus. It also funds the purchase of
specialist equipment for the workshop & centre.
If the project is funded, Canterbury College will offer the
following courses:
 Sustainability
 Plumbing at levels 1, 2 & 3
 Electrical installations at level 1, 2 & 3
 Wall and floor tiling at levels 2 & 3
 Carpentry levels 1, 2 &3
 Apprenticeships in the above disciplines at levels 2 & 3
 Higher level apprenticeships.
In total, there will be 340 additional learners and
apprentices (both adult learners and those aged 16-18).
A special feature of bid is the College will work in
partnership with Standford Hill Prison to provide courses for
incarcerated adult learners.

£223,798

90%

£248,664

KMEP strongly endorses the bid because it:
 Has used labour market intelligence and local
knowledge in developing the bid
 Increases the number of apprenticeships
 Extends the growth of higher education
 Develops new 14-24 technical and vocational
pathways and focuses on coastal communities
and deprived areas
 Reforms community learning to support those
who are most distant from learning back to
work (e.g. this project helps to support
incarcerated learners).
 Has very clear vocational reference to the local
economy – Construction is a growing sector in
Swale Borough, providing levels of
employment well above regional averages.
 Swale’s construction sector is currently poorly
served in terms of local skills provision, and the
proposed investment at Canterbury College’s
Swale Campus widens local provision and is
complementary to that which is already
available.
A suggestion was made that SELEP may wish to query if
a higher degree of match-funding could be offered.
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Hadlow
College

Court Lane
Horticultural
Nurseries –
Enhancing
Specialist
Facilities for
FE & HE

If funded, this project develops Hadlow College’s commercial, £447,000
amenity horticulture complex, based at Court Lane just
outside Tonbridge.

45%

£993,000

KMEP strongly endorses the bid because it:
 Has used labour market intelligence in
developing the bid
 Increases the number of apprenticeships
 Extends the growth of higher education
 Develops new 14-24 technical and vocational
pathways.
 Reforms community learning to support those
who are most distant from learning back to
work (e.g. this project helps to support
learners with a learning disability or difficulty
(LDD)).

40%

£965,000

KMEP strongly endorses the bid because it:
 Increases the learner numbers
 Safeguards a facility that would otherwise
close.
 Reduces NEETs by 25.
 Extends the growth of higher education
 Improves employer engagement in skills
delivery through the ‘Business and Community
Advisory Council’.
 Enables “Kent Hadlow Group provision to
target coastal groups within the college
programme”.
 Reforms community learning to support those
who are most distant from learning back to
work (e.g. this project helps to support LDD

The project will involve the construction and equipping of:
 State-of-the-art teaching and learning facilities
 New IT facilities and accessible learning hub
 New Science Laboratory and project facilities
 Remodel existing greenhouses providing new automated
feeding, watering with associated infrastructure.
This will enable the development of courses in:
 Arboriculture & Olericulture (food production/food
security)
 Turf & Amenity Management
 Commercial & Production Horticulture
 Landscape Horticulture
 Horticultural Therapy & Wellbeing
In total, there will be 220 additional learners and
apprentices (both adult learners and those aged 16-18).

Hadlow
College

Foundation
Learning
(Princess
Christian Farm
Campus) –
Enhancing
Specialist
Facilities

If funded, this project will allow agricultural students with
autism and learning disabilities or difficulties (LDD) to
experience practical work-based activities. The project
involves the purchase of specialist equipment (e.g. tractor)
and the build/refurbishment of the facility to create a
modern learning environment. The project is located at
Princess Christians Farm, Hildenborough.
The project will benefit the curriculum provision of
Agriculture, Care, Retail & Catering, Horticulture and
Employability Skills. In particular, the new facilities will
support level 1 to 4+ agricultural students.
In total, there will be 165 additional learners (aged 14 to
25+).

£385,000
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The application states the facility will close unless this
application is approved.

Mid-Kent
College

Transport +
Logistics Skills
Hub

If funded, this project supports the development of a new
Transport & Logistics Skills Hub at Kemsley Fields Business
Park, Sittingbourne.
The funding required is for the purchase of specialist
equipment to equip the new Transport & Logistics Hub,
including simulation software/software designed for the
industry.
Working closely with employers (particularly with Alan Firmin
Ltd), the college will extend its curriculum portfolio to include
specific pathways to occupations within the logistics industry.
These include:
 Warehousing and Storage Level 2 & 3
 Logistics Operations/Support Operations Level 2
 Supply Chain Management Level 2
As a result of the investment, Mid-Kent College will:
 Initially recruit 30 apprenticeship starts in the area
during 2016/17 and increasing this to 100 per year by
2019.
 Introduce the Chartered Institute of Logistics and

£82,000

65%

£127,000

learners and adults with autism).
Indeed, the learning provision undertaken at
Princess Christian Farm, given the unique and
specialist nature of the work, supports many
young people with learning disabilities or
difficulties. The need for further investment in
the facilities at the Farm is both genuine and
urgent. The KMEP Board felt SELEP and KMEP
have a role to play in ensuring provision for
those with Disabilities; this is not simply being
part of the Government’s Halving the Disability
Employment Gap but also ensuring meaningful
activity for those most disadvantaged in the
SELEP.

KMEP strongly endorses the bid because it:
 Has used labour market intelligence and local
knowledge in developing the bid.
 Increases employer engagement in skills
commissioning
 Increases the number of apprenticeships
 Extends the growth of higher education
 Develops new 14-24 technical and vocational
pathways and focuses on coastal communities
and deprived areas
 Reforms community learning to support those
who are most distant from learning back to
work (e.g. this project helps to support a
reduction in NEET).
 Has very clear vocational reference to the local
economy – Logistics is a growing sector in
Swale Borough, providing levels of
employment well above regional averages.
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Transport (CILT) at levels 5 & 6 and Higher
Apprenticeship in occupations related to the industry
during the academic year 2016/17.
Enable a reduction in NEETS within the local area by up
to 30% in the 16-24 age range
Run one Traineeship style (SBWA) programme for
unemployed adults (19-24) each term with 10 learners
on each.
Run 2 pre-apprenticeship programmes a year for young
unemployed (16-18), aiming to take up to 15 learners
onto each programme.
Deliver a minimum of 15 bespoke professional
development courses to up skill the local workforce per
year.
Aim to attract a 30% female representation to our
training courses and qualification pathways.

TOTAL for KMEP’s strongly
endorsed schemes

£1,137,798

£2,333,664

KMEP endorses the following submission
If funded, this project enables the refurbishment of the jetty
at North Kent College’s Thameside Campus in Denton,
Gravesend.
A new jetty will allow the college to continue to deliver
maritime apprenticeship training. There is no other provider
in SELEP that delivers maritime apprenticeships.
North Kent
College

Thameside
Jetty

The project will have an impact on the maritime, transport
and logistics sectors from Levels 2 to 4. The training that
takes place on the jetty is at level 2. However for anyone to
progress at sea to higher levels this is an integral part of their
training.
As a result of the investment, there will be 24 additional
learners and 6 additional apprenticeships. Also, the

£64,500

50%

£129,000

KMEP endorses the bid because it:
 Has used labour market intelligence and local
knowledge in developing the bid
 Increases employer engagement in skills
commissioning (there are strong links with
DFDS, P&O, PLA and London Gateway)
 Increases the number of apprenticeships
 Safeguards the provision of maritime
apprenticeships in SELEP.
 Expands the 14-24 technical and vocational
pathway and focuses on coastal communities.
The only reasons why KMEP does not strongly endorse
the bid are:
 It supports fewer learners than the other three
bids.
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National Maritime Training centre, run by North Kent
College, will engage with 20 local SMEs in the maritime
sector in first 6 months to support their training needs in
apprenticeships and pre-apprenticeship programme.
TOTAL for KMEP’s endorsed
schemes
Canterbury
College

Virtual
Infrastructure
Replacement

£64,500

£129,000

KMEP submitted these two bids to SELEP without endorsement
If funded, this project enables students and staff to access
£60,000
50%
£120,000
personal IT devices remotely, and increase server capacity.
Also, the project will enable the college to increase their offer
as a testing centre “across a range of IT applications” (the
college already offers online testing centres for Microsoft and
Cisco courses).
The application form did not reference the number of new
additional learners that would be supported if the project
were funded.

The jetty in itself will not provide clear routes
to higher education as maritime is a sector
which has to comply with international
agreements and standards that do not easily fit
the UK education structure.

KMEP does not to endorse the bid because the project:
 does not meet the criteria given within the
guidelines issues – Paragraph 4.1 of the
guidance states that specialist equipment can
include “IT equipment for specialist courses but
not generic laptops/tablets/desktops etc. for
general purposes.” It appears that both
schemes relate to generic IT replacement.
 does not expand the possible technical,
vocational or learning pathways
 does not increase the number of learners or
apprenticeships at the current time*.
However, KMEP does acknowledge that:
 *the project could support the future
introduction of Construction Management and
Environmental Engineering Higher
Apprenticeship courses - The online training
elements of these higher apprenticeship need
demanding software which would not run on
existing equipment.
 having a new server and IT equipment will
facilitate easier access to IT for existing
learners.
 the project would assist learners with a
learning disability or difficulty (LDD) through
the purchase of specially adapted software.
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If funded, this project replaces all the Interactive Learning
Technology (such as whiteboards) in the Österberg Centre in
Dartford Campus with more modern technology (e.g. LCD
screen replace the whiteboards).

North Kent
College

Technology
Enhanced
Learning
Project

The project also funds the replacement of staff PCs by a
single 2 in 1 combined laptop/tablet device. The new 2 in 1
device, assigned to each staff member, will allow teachers to
take it home to develop lessons. The laptops will be able to
stream wirelessly to the central screens, allowing teaching
staff to avoid having physical estate dictate teaching
techniques available (for example, teachers will have the
ability to move amongst the learners while teaching).

£52,510

50%

£105,020

KMEP does not to endorse the bid because the project:
 does not meet the criteria given within the
guidelines issues – Paragraph 4.1 of the
guidance states that specialist equipment can
include “IT equipment for specialist courses but
not generic laptops/tablets/desktops etc. for
general purposes.” It appears that both
schemes relate to generic IT replacement.
 does not expand the possible technical,
vocational or learning pathways
 does not increase the number of learners or
apprenticeships at the current time*.
However, KMEP does acknowledge that:
 *the project could support the future
introduction of Sport, Travel and Tourism
and/or Public Services apprenticeships and
higher education courses in due course –
However, it is not clear from the application
form how the future introduction of these new
courses is dependent on this project receiving
funding.

This new Interactive Learning Technology will be piloted in
the Sport, Travel and Tourism and Public Services course
areas.
The application form states “650 engaged learners
completing with the College with ICT skills (by July 2017)”.
It also refers to the increase in staff and student satisfaction
with college supplied IT and on-line learning opportunities.
TOTAL for schemes
submitted but not endorsed

£112,510

£225,020

GRAND TOTAL of all bids
submitted in Kent and
Medway

£1,314,808

£2,687,684
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A partnership between the business community and local government
& a federated arm of the South East Local Enterprise Partnership

FOR INFORMATION ITEM B
Date:

14 June 2016

Subject:

Future Meeting Dates for KMEP and SELEP

KMEP Board Meeting Dates
The future Kent & Medway Economic Partnership meeting dates are:
 1 August 2016
 4 October 2016
 12 December 2016
All meetings will be held at the Village Hotel, Maidstone at 5pm.

SELEP Strategic Board Meeting Dates
The future SELEP Strategic Board meeting dates are:
 24 June 2016
 23 September 2016
 9 December 2016
All meetings will be held at the High House Production Park, Purfleet, at 10am.

SELEP Accountability Board Meeting Dates
The future SELEP Strategic Board meeting dates are:
 24 June 2016 at 9am
 16 September 2016 at 10am
 18 November 2016 at 10am
All meetings will be held at the High House Production Park, Purfleet.
The SELEP AGM is scheduled for 10am on 15 July 2016 at High House Production Park,
Purfleet.
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